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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Project Goal: The purpose of this study is to determine the feasibility of complet-

ing the final section of the 150-mile Liberty-Water Gap Trail through New Jersey and
into Pennsylvania, between the Portland-Columbia footbridge across the Delaware
River in the borough of Portland and the village of Delaware Water Gap. Such an
undertaking would enhance the walking and bicycling connectivity between the two
communities and serve a number of neighborhoods, schools, parks and business
districts, as well as recreational and cultural attractions. This extension of the LibertyWater Gap Trail is being studied to evaluate how it could promote good principles of
economic development and sustainable communities, making the area and its parks,
businesses and communities more attractive to residents and visitors.
The Feasibility Study: Options for creating a safe and inviting pathway for pedes-

trian and bicycle traffic passing through the Delaware Water Gap build upon the
natural and historical features and community structures already present. The feasibility study process included a robust public participation program of interviews,
meetings, workshops and presentations. Maps and details of proposed trail sections,
as well as a detailed opinion of probable cost are included in the appendices.
Challenges: The absence of a continuous trail alignment between Portland and Delaware Water Gap, such
as an inactive railroad corridor or towpath, have been
addressed by using the only route open to the public,
Pennsylvania State Route 611 (SR 611), which is currently unsafe for non-motorized modes, and the narrow sections of land which exist between the railroad
and the highway.

Eureka Glen on PA Route 611 south of Resort Point Overlook. (circa 1905)

Active railroads occupy most of the land along the
Delaware River and no extra rail bed is available for
the trail. Meetings have been held with the railroad
agencies, as well as with the Pennsylvania Department
of Transportation (PennDOT) and the National Park
Service (NPS), to locate an alignment along SR 611
and through the Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area, and to determine how pieces of uphill land
unneeded by the railroads could be acquired for the
trail right-of-way.
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The total cost of this project is estimated to be $32.8
million in 2012 dollars, much of that for the required
reconstruction of the existing retaining wall. A large
portion of this sum would have to be spent regardless
of the construction of a trail, as part of any future SR
611 reconstruction. A phased approach to the entire
trail section has been delineated which would permit
sections to be built and developed over a period of 12
years.
Key Recommendations: The study recommends the

The study included two public meetings.

development of the trail as part of a broader engineering project to reconstruct SR 611 and the distressed century-old retaining wall that
supports the highway on the steep western slope of the Delaware River. Depending
on the topography at any particular point, the trail would be beside or below the
highway between the villages of Delaware Water Gap and Slateford. From Slateford,
the trail would use part of the former state highway towards Portland, which receives
relatively little traffic. The last section of trail would be a separated multi-use pathway along the river side of SR 611 created by eliminating an underutilized third lane
of the highway. Once the trail was completed it would provide access to the town’s
business center, and connect with the currently open portion of the Liberty-Water
Gap Trail at the Portland-Columbia footbridge.
Action Plan: A phased action plan identifying which agencies and groups should

take responsibility for key actions has been determined. Ultimately, the scope of the
road engineering required for the project demands approval, acceptance and
coordination with PennDOT. Local and regional planning organizations should act
as a bridge between local leadership and PennDOT in order to prioritize the needs
in each community.
Partners: The success of this project would require a commitment by the citizens

and leaders of Portland, Delaware Water Gap and Upper Mt. Bethel Township, working in conjunction with regional representatives from the Pennsylvania Departments
of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR), Community and Economic Development (DCED), PennDOT and NPS.
This study was supported with funding from DCNR’s Community Conservation
Partnerships Program.
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I. PROJECT BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY
OF RECOMMENDATIONS
A. PROJECT SCOPE
The goal of this study is to determine the feasibility of a multi-use, non-motorized
route that would connect Portland, Pa., to Delaware Water Gap, Pa., a few miles to the
north-west. The study includes route recommendations and development strategies.
The project area occupies a north-south corridor running parallel to the west bank
of the Delaware River, between Delaware Water Gap, and the Portland-Columbia
footbridge in Portland. This feasibility study considers the importance of the area
within the context of one of the densest trail systems in America. By collecting and
reviewing historical background, current demographics and growth trends, a thorough overview of the region has been developed using extensive inventories of the
topography, natural land features, public lands and rail corridors.
A key component of the study has been the opening of a dialog between local government entities, private residents, business owners and elected officials about the
benefits of creating such a non-motorized transportation corridor and its potential
economic impact on the area. Participation by these groups has been garnered
through the formation of a local study committee, public meetings and key person/
agency interviews.

B. PROJECT PARTNERS
Funding for this project was provided through DCNR’s Community Conservation
Partnership Program, with an in-kind match provided by Rail-to-Trails Conservancy.
Campbell Thomas and Company has been contracted to fulfill the technical analysis
and assessment for determining the feasibility of this multi-use route. Rails-to-Trails
Conservancy managed the project, identified stakeholders, provided research, coordinated meetings and
completed interviews. The study team consisted of
Robert Thomas, Michael Szilagyi, Patricia Tomes, Tom
Sexton, Carl Knoch, and Andrew and Diane Strauss.
A steering committee of approximately 15 people was
formed of citizens and representatives from local municipalities and agencies operating in the area. A contact
list of these individuals and agencies is included in the
Appendix.

Public meeting in Delaware Water Gap, July 24, 2012.
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C. REGIONAL CONTEXT
1. Relationship to the Local Communities:
The southern end of the project area is in Portland (2011 pop. 520), a small borough
situated on the west bank of the Delaware River in Northampton County. The borough is surrounded by Upper Mt. Bethel Township on three sides. The Delaware
River borders the east side of the borough. The Liberty-Water Gap Trail, a developing
150-mile statewide trail network across the width of New Jersey, currently terminates
at the historic footbridge crossing the Delaware River at Portland.
The Portland-Columbia footbridge is five and one-half miles south of the heavily
visited Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area. Portland has a few small
shops, including a gas station, chocolatier and furniture company. Founded in the
early 19th century as a railroad town which supported the lumber and slate-mining
industries, today Portland is a residential community with few remaining services,
surrounded by major highways.
The economic recession has adversely impacted Portland, however the situation is improving. During the
12-month process of this study, an empty restaurant
and a grocery store were purchased with plans to
reopen in coming months. Both Portland and Delaware
Water Gap are improving their park-and-ride lots by
adding restroom facilities. This will enhance the amenities available to trail users, particularly in Portland
where the park-and-ride lot will also function as a trailhead parking area.
From Portland, the project area parallels SR 611 north
and past the one-street residential community of Slateford in Upper Mt. Bethel Township, anchored between
the Delaware River and the highway.

View of the Delaware River from the Portland-Columbia footbridge.

The Delaware River, running north to south, cuts
through an east-west ridge of the Appalachian Mountains along the eastern boundary of Pennsylvania,
creating the geologic feature called a water gap. The
mountains here rise dramatically for nearly 1,000 feet
on either side of the river, and have served as a landmark for settlers and travelers through the area as far
back as the Paleo-Indians.
The name Delaware Water Gap is now applied to the
village, the National Recreation Area and the geographic feature.
The village of Delaware Water Gap encompasses just
two square miles and has a population of 745 (2011).
It was developed around a thriving tourism industry

New Jersey side of Portland-Columbia footbridge.
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from the late 19th century and into the first half of the 20th century. Today, independent outfitters in the village support boaters, cyclists and hikers. There are several
restaurants in the village as well as a few hotels. Over the years, the village and the
highly popular Deer Head Inn have supported an annual Jazz festival with weekly
entertainment through the summer. These events continue to bring in visitors from
the New York City region, 70 miles to the east. Delaware Water Gap has become a
transportation hub for tourists traveling to the National Recreation Area as well as
business commuters working in New York and New Jersey. Daily bus service operates
a heavy continuous schedule (every 15 minutes on weekday afternoons) from the
bus station on the northern edge of town.

2. Relationship to Connecting Trails—Local and
Long-Distance
A Delaware Water Gap to Portland trail would link with the following existing trails,
providing extensive opportunities for hikers and bikers:
a. The Liberty-Water Gap Trail. The proposed trail between Delaware Water Gap
and Portland would form the western end of this long-distance trail between the
water gap and Liberty State Park in Jersey City, N.J. The link to the existing section of
the Liberty-Water Gap Trail would occur at the Portland
side of the Portland-Columbia footbridge.
b. The Appalachian Trail. The proposed trail between
Portland and Delaware Water Gap has its northern end
at the Appalachian Trail, where the two trails would
meet in the village of Delaware Water Gap. The Appalachian Trail in this vicinity is limited to hiking.
c. Cherry Creek Crossing Loop Trail. This new trail
links Smithfield Township’s Minisink Park with the proposed Liberty-Water Gap Trail extension at the junction
with the Appalachian Trail.
Appalachian Trail walker crossing SR 611 in Delaware Water Gap.

d. Arrow Island Trail. This existing trail heads uphill
from the Arrow Island Overlook in Delaware Water Gap
National Recreation Area, which would be served by the
proposed Liberty-Water Gap Trail extension. The Arrow
Island Trail gives access to a parking lot near the Slate
ford Farmhouse within the National Recreation Area.
e. Side Trail at the Resort Point Overlook. This existing foot trail provides a link from the Resort Point Overlook, uphill to the Appalachian Trail. When the LibertyWater Gap Trail is complete, this would make for a short
but highly varied and scenic loop trail.

Cherry Creek Crossing Loop Trail.

f. Other Trails within Delaware Water Gap National
Recreation Area. The link to the Appalachian Trail,
which crosses the Delaware River at the water gap, and
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to the new Cherry Creek Crossing Loop Trail, gives
access to many other trails within the National Recreation Area on both sides of the Delaware River. Eventual
connections between the Cherry Creek Crossing Loop
Trail and the completed portions of the McDade Trail
will give access to the Pennsylvania side of the park all
along the Delaware River, 30 miles north to the borough
of Milford. The Appalachian Trail, once it crosses the
bridge into New Jersey, links with numerous trails for
hiking and back roads for bicycling, such as the historic
Old Mine Road.
g. Bicycle Route V. SR 611 between Delaware Water
Gap and Portland is currently designated as “Pennsylvania Bicycle Route V,” part of the statewide system of
bicycle routes. The proposed trail between these two
towns could become the new alignment of Bicycle
Route V.

Walking at the Gap on what is now Route 611 (old postcard).

3. Relationship to Delaware Water
Gap National Recreation Area
The Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area was
designated in 1965 and encompasses 70,000 acres
on both the Pennsylvania and New Jersey sides of the
Delaware River. The majority of the National Recreation
View from Resort Point Overlook.
Area lies in Monroe and Pike counties in Pennsylvania,
and Warren and Sussex counties in New Jersey. Managed by NPS, the federal land holdings continue west and south of Delaware Water
Gap. Approximately four miles of federal lands along SR 611 between Portland and
Delaware Water Gap were developed with overlooks and parking lots bordered by
walls constructed of native stone. SR 611 cuts through the National Recreation Area
land approximately two miles north of Portland on its way to the village of Delaware
Water Gap. The National Recreation Area maintains parking areas and overlooks at
three locations along SR 611. Arrow Island Overlook is situated near the southern
boundary of the National Recreation Area on the west side of SR 611. Point of Gap
Overlook is located another mile north, also on the west side of SR 611. The third
parking area, Resort Point Overlook, is located on the east side of SR 611, approximately half a mile south of the village of Delaware Water Gap.
Throughout the summer season, shuttle bus service transports people, kayaks and
bicycles through the National Recreation Area between Bushkill and Milford. Known
as the River Runner, this service is subsidized by NPS and departs every 30 minutes
from Bushkill. During the summer months, Monroe County Transportation Authority
also runs a fixed-route daily service between the village of Delaware Water Gap, the
NPS headquarters and the trailhead for the popular McDade Trail.
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The Delaware Water Gap train station is currently being restored.

D. STUDY GOALS & OBJECTIVES
The goal of this study is to present a realistic alignment for a non-motorized route
along SR 611 between Portland and Delaware Water Gap that would function as the
western end of the Liberty-Water Gap Trail, connecting to the Delaware Water Gap
National Recreation Area.
The objectives of the study are to:
•

Define the best and most realistic alignment possible;

•

Begin a dialogue between the principal stakeholders;

•

Achieve a commitment from the local citizens to continue the work; and  

•

Create an action plan to guide the local communities forward.

E. PROJECTED USE—TRAIL PROJECTED USE
METHODOLOGY
Several factors affect the number of people who will use a particular trail facility.
These include local population data, the landscape within which the trail is located,
tourism activities in the area, types of users accommodated, trail characteristics,
(i.e. length, grades, access points), available destinations, and how well the trail is
promoted. There are several modified travel demand models that have been developed to estimate non-motorized travel; however, they focus on utilitarian trips as
opposed to recreational trips. The most effective method for estimating recreational
trail demand is a comparative analysis.
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Trail Name

State

Location

Length
in Miles

Surface

Annual User Estimate* (*RTC
Trail Users Surveys)

Year of User
Estimate

Paulinskill
Valley Trail

New
Jersey

Knowlton Township to
Sparta Junction

27

Dirt, cinders,
grass

Spring Valley Road: 9,128;
Warbasse Junction: 11,416

2010

Sussex
Branch Trail

New
Jersey

Allamuchy Mountain
State Park to Branchville

18

Dirt, cinders,
grass

Route 206: 12,558
Warbasse Junction: 677

2011

Blackwood
Railroad Trail

New
Jersey

Blackwood

2.7

Asphalt

21,317

2009

Monroe
Township

New
Jersey

Monroe
Township

6.4

Asphalt

9,141

2009

While it is not possible to predict the precise number of users who will visit a proposed trail, it is possible to determine approximate levels and types of trail use based
on the above factors and by comparing the proposed trail to similar trails.
User count data has been collected on only a small percentage of rail-trails in America.
Fortunately, Rails-to-Trails Conservancy has recently completed several counts on
trails in New Jersey, using consistent methodology. The table above gives data on
the New Jersey trails that were examined as part of the comparative analysis for the
proposed extension of the 150-mile Liberty-Water Gap Trail.
Projected Users:

When attempting to determine the projected number of users for a Portland to
Delaware Water Gap trail, two groups of users emerge. The first group is local users,
including those living within 10 miles of the trail. Due to the nearby Delaware Water
Gap National Recreation Area being a strong tourist draw, the second group of users
includes those people visiting the recreation area who might also use the trail during
their stay. The second group, i.e. Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area users,
consists of both local and non-local residents drawn specifically to the recreation
area, and is therefore not included in the first group, being those drawn specifically
to the trail.
National bicycling and walking trends are useful in determining how many people
living within a trail’s local service area may use the trail on a semi-regular basis.
According to the 2002 National Survey of Pedestrian and Bicyclist Attitudes and
Behaviors, approximately 27.3 percent of Americans rode a bicycle at least once
during the summer of 2002.
Local Users:

Due to the geographic characteristics of the region, the local service area for the trail
is estimated to be within 15 miles of either Portland or Delaware Water Gap. This
area includes portions of Monroe, Northampton and Pike counties in Pennsylvania,
and Sussex and Warren counties in New Jersey. From these five counties, a relatively
low population density (average of 356.4 people/square mile) can be derived. Applying this density formula returns a population of approximately 250,000 within the
trail’s local service area. Applying to the local service area the national statistic that
27.3 percent of Americans rode a bicycle at least once during the summer of 2002,
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it is anticipated that 68,250 people in this area bicycle for recreation or health reasons.
Given the rural nature of the local service area, 10 percent of this population (6,825)
could be expected to use the trail on a semi-regular basis. If each of these local
residents used the trail four times a year, this would equal approximately 27,300 local
uses per year.
Non-Local Users:

Another portion of estimated trail use can be derived from visitation statistics for
the Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area. In 2010, there were 5,285,761
recreational visits to the National Recreation Area. Of U.S. visitors, 40 percent were
from New Jersey, 31 percent from Pennsylvania, and 19 percent from New York.
Other states, primarily around the East Coast, accounted for the remaining 10 percent.
Non-local visitors accounted for 67 percent of annual visits so the estimated nonlocal visitation is 3,541,460.
Focusing on recreation area visitors that sought services in the vicinity of the proposed
trail in Portland, Delaware Water Gap, East Stroudsburg, Columbia, N.J. and Blairs
town, N.J., we can make the assumption that 39 percent of visitors were in the
southern sections of the recreation area. This lowers potential visitor numbers to the
trail to just over 1.4 million.
Bicycling is listed by 18 percent of visitors as a preferred activity during their stay,
indicating a potential trail user market of 249,000 annual non-local visits. If we look
at other activities that visitors participate in, (64 percent listed viewing scenery/river
views/waterfalls, and 55 percent listed walking and hiking), the potential number of
non-local visitors could be as high as 896,000.

Businesses along Main Street in Delaware Water Gap.
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Streetscape improvements in Portland.

F. LOCAL ECONOMIC BENEFITS & DEVELOPMENT
OPPORTUNITIES WITH THE TRAIL
The relationship between trails and economic development has been quantified
across the country. Bicycle tourism is one segment of the existing tourism market that
has been consistently growing, and it has been proven to contribute significantly to
local businesses that are well connected to trails.
In addition to preserving critical open space and providing important transportation
options, trails and greenways attract visitors from near and far—visitors who facilitate
job growth in businesses like restaurants, local stores and lodging.
Rails-to-Trails Conservancy has completed a number of trail user surveys and economic impact analysis reports to document the significant impact of trail users on
communities throughout Pennsylvania. Regardless of the length of the trail, each has
demonstrated a positive economic impact for nearby communities, from a low of
$740,000 to a high of over $3.5 million annually.
These and other economic impact surveys1 have found that “trail users traveling 50
miles or more to get to a trail destination are likely to spend twice as much in the
local communities as those traveling less than 50 miles.” A trail can be categorized
as a local community trail or as a destination trail, which sees a majority of non-local
users. A six-mile trail running the length of the Delaware River between Portland
and Delaware Water Gap, with magnificent viewsheds of the water gap, would most
certainly function as a destination trail, if marketed appropriately. Connecting to the
already popular Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area provides an exceptional bonus, in terms of promotion and awareness.
As a community, Portland is clearly on its way toward greater development, which
will enhance its potential to become a “Trail Town2.” The summer of 2012 saw new
business developers arrive on the local scene. The community diner, which had
been closed for nearly a year, was purchased, as was the local grocery. The Portland
Borough Council has made a commitment to enhance the park-and-ride facility by
installing bike racks and applying for grant funds to install a public restroom.

1
Phase 2 Economic Impact Study
of the Great Allegheny Passage,
2009
2
Trail Town model: “The Trail
Town Program® is an economic
development and community
revitalization initiative working in
towns along the Great Allegheny
Passage in western Pennsylvania.
Due to the exceptional success of
the program, the term ‘Trail Town’
has come to designate a town
which has successfully embraced
and integrated a trail’s economic
development potential.
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G. EXAMPLES OF OTHER LONG DISTANCE
MULTI-USE TRAILS
The idea to promote six separate trails as one continuous 150-mile route across the
width of New Jersey under the name Liberty-Water Gap Trail was conceived in 2000
by a citizen, Al Kent, and a handful of advocates. Since then, Rails-to-Trails Conservancy
has provided technical assistance, increased public awareness, secured construction
grants, conducted surveys, user counts and a feasibility study, and installed route
signage. The challenge now is to create a cohesive and uniform route for users across
all six trails.
Pennsylvania is fortunate to have three long distance trail networks which represent
good models of trail network development and management.
The D&L Trail is a 165-mile multi–use trail that follows the historic route of canal

towpaths built alongside the Delaware and Lehigh rivers between Bristol, Pa., and
White Haven, Pa. The D&L Trail is being developed through the coordination and
connection of five individually constructed trails, plus two Pennsylvania state parks.
Marketing and planning for the entirety of the route has been initiated and promoted
by the Delaware and Lehigh National Heritage Corridor, a nonprofit corporation.
The corridor was designated a National Heritage Area in 1988. The history of the
region is the unifying factor for the trails which were built primarily on existing canal
towpaths and former rail corridors. Trail maintenance and construction projects are
managed by each of the municipalities, which maintain ownership of their local
sections. This coordinated approach combines resources and enables the longdistance trail to maintain a unified look in signage, tread surface and associated
amenities such as shelters, bridges and kiosks.
The 125-mile Schuylkill River Trail is the backbone of the Schuylkill River National
Heritage Area (SRHA). The SRHA covers the area of the Schuylkill River watershed in
southeast Pennsylvania. The Schuylkill River Trail was developed long before the organization of the SRHA by local citizens and trail advocates. The SRHA is managed by the
nonprofit Schuylkill River Greenway Association (SRGA). One full-time staff member
of the SRGA is designated as Trails Project Manager, and serves on the newly formed
Schuylkill River Trail Council, which is tasked with defining and using consistent management standards along the trail. The Schuylkill River Trail Council is able to focus solely
on the trail rather than other aspects of the broader SRHA. The trail council meets
quarterly to review progress toward connecting the three distinct sections of the trail.
The Great Allegheny Passage is a 150-mile trail guided by the Allegheny Trail
Alliance (ATA), a coalition of seven separate trail organizations. Like the previous
examples, each section of trail was constructed, and is maintained, by the individual
trail groups or municipalities. Marketing, trail policy, signage and outreach are coordinated by ATA. The significant difference between ATA and the previous examples
is that ATA was formed specifically to coordinate trail building efforts and promotion. Having an alliance of several trails to oversee the promotion, signage and
construction standards provides uniformity to the appearance of the trail as well as
its management. This 150-mile trail is considered one of the most successful trails in
the country, due to the commitment which has evolved from these trail groups.
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This section of the Three Rivers Heritage Trail was built as part of PennDOT’s widening of State Route 28.

H. EXAMPLES OF OTHER MULTI-USE TRAILS INCORPORATED INTO LARGE CIVIL ENGINEERING PROJECTS
There are a number of precedents for incorporating a multi-use trail, such as a Portland to Delaware Water Gap trail, into large civil engineering projects. In recent
years, multi-use trails have been included in major highway construction projects in
Pennsylvania and across the country. Where detailed costs are available, the inclusion
of a multi-use trail comprises between 2 percent and 4.5 percent of the total project
cost. The following is a list of some of those projects:
State Route 28 and the Three Rivers Heritage Trail

In the borough of Millvale, Pa., on the Allegheny River adjoining Pittsburgh, a halfmile long gap in the Three Rivers Heritage Trail was caused by a pinch point between
a state highway, an active railroad and a river, not unlike the situation at Delaware
Water Gap. When PennDOT undertook a redesign of the highway in 2009, completion of the adjacent section of multi-use trail was made part of the project. Due
to the project area’s narrow confines and steep grades, much of the new trail was
placed on structure. The total cost of the half-mile of trail was $2.8 million. According
to the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette of March 29, 2012:
“As the state Department of Transportation (PennDOT) developed plans for widening Route 28 and relocating Norfolk Southern rail lines, officials recognized they
had a unique opportunity to acquire rights-of-way for a parallel bike path to adjoin
the tracks and the roadway.”
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Route 52 Causeway with Multi-Use Trail

Opened in 2012, a new two-mile long causeway
linking Somers Point and Ocean City, N.J., cost $396
million to complete. In addition to motor vehicle lanes
and wide shoulders, the bridge design includes a 10foot wide multi-use trail. The trail cost $18 million,
4.5 percent of the total project cost.
Somerville Community Path

Route 52 Causeway links Somers Point and Ocean City, N.J.

Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority is extending its light rail transit Green Line 10 miles north from
Boston into Somerville and Medford. A multi-use trail
called the Somerville Community Path will parallel the
new rail line its entire length. The total cost of the
project will be $954 million, of which the trail’s $20
million cost is about two percent.
U.S. 160 Grandview Interchange and Multi-Use
Trail

A retaining wall near the Somerville Community Path under construction
in Somerville, Ma., October 2011.

The Colorado Department of Transportation integrated
a 2,020-foot long multi-use trail into its design for a
new interchange between U.S. Highways 160 and 550,
south of Durango, Colo. The trail cost $577,883 as part
of a $47 million project — 1.2 percent of the total.

I. SUMMARY OF KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
From Portland to Delaware Water Gap, we recommend the following trail development. Elsewhere in this study we discuss the phasing, projected costs and segment
lengths of the proposed trail.
Along SR 611 from Portland to the junction of SR 611 and Slateford Road: We
recommend the highway be narrowed from three lanes to two, and a 12-foot-wide
hard-surface multi-use sidepath be constructed.
Along Slateford Road from the junction of SR 611 and Slateford Road at the south
end of Slateford: We recommend signing and marking this existing road as a shared
roadway for bicycles and motor vehicles, and that a shoulder be developed as a softsurface walking path.
Along SR 611 between Slateford and Delaware Water Gap within the National Recreation Area: We recommend the construction of a 12-foot-wide hard-surface multiuse side path.
The 1.2-mile segment of trail alignment between Resort Point Overlook and Point
of Gap Overlook presents the most challenges in terms of developing the proposed
trail. Due to steep topography, the railroad and SR 611 are in close proximity. The
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highway is next to, and higher than, the railroad, and is supported by a concrete
retaining wall. Squeezed between a sheer rock face on one side and the retaining
wall on the other, SR 611 is a two-lane road with narrow shoulders. Though signed
as Pennsylvania Bicycle Route V, there is currently no provision for bicyclists or
pedestrians.
Building a rail-with-trail is not an option here. The two-track railroad currently has
only one track in place, which carries twice-daily freight service. But the vacant
track-bay cannot be used as a trail, as it may one day be occupied by a proposed
Scranton to New York City commuter rail service.
However, a solution presents itself in the condition of the concrete retaining wall
that supports SR 611. The wall, constructed in 1911 as part of an interurban trolley
line, is deteriorated and has failed in multiple places. The wall’s condition is such
that PennDOT has placed a temporary concrete barrier in the shoulder at the top of
the wall, along its entire length. Periodic emergency repairs consist of pouring large
“rip-rap” boulders down through breaks in the wall, then placing another concrete
barrier at the top. These rip-rap boulders temporarily support the roadway above,
but block the unused track-bay below.
The entire 1.2 miles of wall will need to be replaced
in the future. This will be a major engineering project,
and PennDOT has not yet begun designs or scheduling
for the project. It is recommended that when the new
retaining wall is designed it include the proposed LibertyWater Gap Trail extension in the form of a 12-foot-wide
paved multi-use trail. Doing so would require the new
wall be located about 12 feet further out from the
existing wall. This could be done without impinging
on the space required for the existing railroad service
and future commuter rail service. (For a short distance
at Point of Gap, due to tight constraints, it is suggested
that both the trail and the highway shoulders narrow
somewhat).

Broken retaining wall between Resort Point Overlook and Point of Gap
Overlook.

Pennsylvania Northeast Regional Railroad Authority
(PNRRA) management has expressed a willingness to
consider selling the strips of non-essential right-of-way
that the retaining wall/trail project would require.
Constructing the trail along the roadside for these 1.2
miles is not feasible as a stand-alone trail project. It
could, however, be accomplished as an integral part of
the replacement of the SR 611 retaining wall.
From Resort Point Overlook to the Delaware Water Gap Train Station: We recommend the development of a 12-foot-wide hard-surface multi-use trail to
reconnect the station to the town it once served, and
will possibly serve again.

Emergency wall repairs on SR 611 north of Point of Gap, July 24, 2012.
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II. RECOMMENDATIONS

A. TRAIL CHARACTERISTICS AND RECOMMENDED
ALIGNMENT
1. Trail Characteristics
The Liberty-Water Gap Trail extension is envisioned as a 5.4-mile non-motorized multiuse trail connecting Portland and Delaware Water Gap. In addition, a 0.6-mile spur
would connect to the historic Delaware Water Gap train station. The train station spur
would provide access to the northern end of the proposed trail extension, forming
a one-mile loop in the village. The total length of the trail main line and trail spur
would be six miles.
At its southern end in Portland, a connection is made to the open portion of the
Liberty–Water Gap Trail as it comes across the Delaware River from New Jersey on
the Portland-Columbia footbridge. At its northern end at Delaware Water Gap, a
connection is made with the Cherry Creek Crossing Loop Trail. Both the Liberty–
Water Gap and Cherry Creek Crossing Loop trails are multi-use trails suitable for
both walking and bicycling.
The trail width recommended by this study is 10 to 12 feet. Narrower widths may
be necessary for short distances where space is at a premium. The reasons for this
are addressed in more detail below. The recommended trail surface is macadam.
Porous bituminous pavement may be specified, depending on the design of stormwater management to be determined later in the design process.
A guide rail is envisioned in those places where the multi-use trail would be in close
proximity to motor vehicle traffic. The choice of wood, steel or concrete separator
would be determined and would need to conform to NPS standards along those
stretches of trail within the National Recreation Area.
The unique geography of the area, and the manner in
which successive modes of transportation have carved
their way through the gap over centuries, presents
significant challenges and constraints in determining a
feasible trail alignment.
From Point of Gap, northward:

Typical Cross Section

In 1911, the Stroudsburg, Water Gap & Portland Street
Railway Company constructed a trolley line along a
wagon road which had been carved through the water
gap. In doing so, portions of the cliff face were blasted
away and a mile-long concrete retaining wall constructed adjacent to, and above, the railroad right-of-way.
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After the trolley line ceased service in 1929, Pennsylvania Department of Highways constructed what was
dubbed “The Million Dollar Highway” on the trolley/
wagon road alignment. The highway design utilized
the 1911 concrete retaining wall, but blasted significant sections of the cliff face away to create adequate
space for the two-lane highway. The 1929 design
featured narrow, or nonexistent, shoulders adjacent to
the motor vehicle lanes, making walking and bicycling
dangerous. It is noteworthy that, prior to that time,
hiking from Delaware Water Gap to admire the views
at the geographical Point of Gap was a popular leisure
activity –one that drew significant numbers of both
local and long-distance visitors to the area.

SR 611 at Point of Gap.

The present-day arrangement of sheer rock face, twolane highway, retaining wall, railroad and river-bank
leaves limited space, and few options, for a new multiuse trail.
From the geographical Point of Gap, southward:

South from Point of Gap the land rises more gradually
from the riverbank. The gentler slopes provide more
space for the highway and railroad. While still in very
close proximity at some locations, at others the highway and railroad move some distance apart. The village
of Slateford occupies one such space, 1.5 miles south
of Point of Gap.

Retaining wall on SR 611 north of Point of Gap.

SEVEN CONDITIONS WITH SEVEN TRAIL SOLUTIONS:
The varying conditions along the route require seven different solutions. With a
nominal 10- to 12-foot-wide macadam trail as a design constant, the trail types and
their total lengths are summarized in the following table. Descriptions of the seven
types follow.
Trail Type

Side Path / Road Diet:

The 0.8 mile of study corridor that begins at the foot of the PortlandColumbia footbridge and extends north is comprised of two parallel active
roadbeds along the river bank. Closest to the river is the former DL&W
railroad, now owned and operated by Norfolk Southern. Constructed as
a two-track railroad, at the present time one track is used by daily freight
trains with the vacant track-bay occupied by a cinder maintenance lane. In
such situations, rail-with-trail may be a viable solution. With that in mind,
the authors of this study met with representatives of Norfolk Southern
and inquired about the possibility of rail-with-trail in this corridor. Norfolk
Southern’s response was not encouraging.

Length
in miles

Side Path / Road Diet

0.8

On-Road

1.7

Side Path

0.8

Side Path on Retaining Wall

1.2

Side Path on Reconstructed
Retaining Wall

1.2

Trail on Retaining Wall with
Switchbacks

0.2

Trail

0.2

Total

6.0
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Parallel and adjacent to the Norfolk Southern railroad is SR 611. Designed in 1936
as a two-lane road with a narrow median, the 0.8 mile of SR 611 between Portland
and the intersection with Slateford Road is currently striped as a three-lane road.
The study authors met with staff of PennDOT District 5 to investigate the possibility
of locating the multi-use trail within PennDOT right-of-way. PennDOT engineers
were of the opinion that the traffic capacity afforded by a three-lane roadway at this
location may be more than is required. Both to the north and south of the threelane portion of this road, only two lanes are available (one lane in each direction).
In addition, the 0.8 mile of road in question is relatively flat, so
the extra lane is not a matter of providing a passing lane to get
around slow-moving trucks climbing a hill.

SR 611 north from Portland, currently.

Removing the excess capacity would represent a “right-sizing”
of the 0.8 mile of SR 611 between Portland and the intersection with Slateford Road. Reconstruction of the highway from
a three-lane road to a two-lane road, and shifting the highway centerline over, would free up enough space within the
PennDOT right-of-way to include a 10- to 12-foot-wide multiuse trail. This trail would be separated from motor vehicle traffic
by a guide rail and, ideally, a grass median. See Section Drawing S.8, Appendix A.

Proposed alignment along SR 611.
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On-Road

1.7 miles of the recommended trail alignment is designated as on-road. On-road alignments utilize existing
roadways for bicycling. In some cases, sidewalks or side
paths are constructed for walkers. On-road trail alignment is recommended in two places: the village of Slateford, and in Delaware Water Gap.
In Slateford, 1.2 miles of Slateford Road is designated
by this study as a potential on-road alignment. Slateford
Road was constructed by Pennsylvania Department of
Highways in 1929. With the exception of one curve at
the north end, the road alignment is predominantly
Waring Drive, recommended for on-road trail alignment.
straight and flat, with excellent sight distance and
wide, unpaved shoulders. Because this road was bypassed by a new highway in 1936, Slateford Road has
reverted to township ownership and traffic volume is relatively low. This study recommends that a crushed stone-surface side path be constructed for pedestrians. A
five-foot width should be adequate. The side path should be placed as far from the
traffic lanes as possible while staying within the public road right-of-way. For much
of its length, this would allow for a narrow strip of grass between the roadway and
the side path.
Waring Drive and one section of Oak Street in Delaware Water Gap are also designated by this study as on-road alignments. Sidewalks or side paths here may not be
necessary because relatively low traffic volumes on these streets, and low prevailing
speeds, make walking on the edges of the roadway reasonably safe and pleasant.
Side Path

A total of 0.8 mile of the proposed trail alignment is envisioned as a 10- to 12-footwide hard-surface side path constructed on relatively level space next to the existing
roadway. Due to traffic volumes and prevailing speeds on SR 611, some sort of traffic separator constructed of steel, wood or concrete would be appropriate.
Side Path on Retaining Wall

A total of 1.2 miles of the proposed trail alignment is envisioned as a 10- to 12-foot
wide hard-surface side path constructed on ground that drops significantly downward from the edge of the existing roadway. This is depicted in Section Drawings
S.1, S.2, S.5, S.6 and S.7 (Appendix A).
Depending on the space available at individual locations, the trail would be either
at the same elevation as the adjacent roadway or lower than the roadway. When the
trail is situated lower than the highway, the trail user benefits from a greater feeling of
separation from heavy or fast-moving traffic, and a reduced level of traffic-generated
noise.
Because the ground slopes downward from the existing roadway, retaining walls
would be required to support the trail. Designs may call for conventional reinforced
concrete walls, or stone-filled wire mesh baskets (gabions). When the trail elevation
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would be lower than the existing roadway, two shorter retaining walls (one above
and one below the trail) may be specified, rather than one taller wall. This is depicted in Section Drawing S.3, Appendix A.
Within Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area, NPS may require certain
materials or aesthetic treatments of the retaining walls (e.g., textured and or colored
concrete).
Side Path on Reconstructed Retaining Wall

The 1.2-mile section of study corridor north of Point
of Gap presents the greatest design challenge. SR 611
and the railroad are in close proximity, with the road as
much as 30 feet higher than the railroad. This 1.2-mile
stretch of SR 611 is supported by the concrete retaining
wall built in 1911. The retaining wall is in poor condition and has collapsed in several places. A temporary
concrete barrier has been placed in front of the wall for
its entire length. In recent years, PennDOT has been
forced to carry out emergency repairs on a regular basis.

North of Point of Gap, currently.

At the present time, replacement of this failing wall is
not a PennDOT priority. This study proposes that when

Proposed alignment north of Point of Gap.
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the time comes to design the new retaining wall, the
design should incorporate a new 10- to 12-foot-wide
multi-use trail alongside the existing roadway. The trail
could be at the same elevation as, or lower than, the
roadway surface.
Maintaining the existing roadway’s lane and shoulder
widths would require locating the new retaining wall
10 to 12 feet out from the existing wall. Field surveys
and the inspection of detailed aerial photography and
plans indicate there is adequate space between the
highway and the railroad to do this (as illustrated in
Section Drawing S.3, Appendix A). The one exception
is a short section at Point of Gap. At this pinch point,
caused by the area’s dramatic geology, the roadway
shoulder may need to be reduced, and the trail width
reduced to eight feet or possibly less (refer to Section
Drawing S.4, Appendix A).

Broken retaining wall with PNRRA railroad below.

Pennsylvania Department of Highways plans prepared
in 1929 indicate that the Commonwealth’s legal rightof-way line coincides with the 1911 retaining wall.
Beyond that is railroad right-of-way. Therefore, moving
the retaining wall out from its current location would
require the cooperation of PNRRA.
At the present time, PNRRA operates daily freight trains
1911 date marked in stone wall along SR 611.
on one track of what was once a two-track railroad.
Although the second track is no longer in place, PNRRA
believes that the unused track-bay may one day serve a commuter rail service between Scranton and New York City. The commuter rail service would utilize the
abandoned Lackawanna Cut-off across northern New Jersey, cross into Pennsylvania
at Slateford, and then utilize PNRRA right-of-way to Scranton. The study team met
with PNRRA president Lawrence C. Malski and demonstrated that construction of
the trail as proposed would not interfere with PNRRA’s current freight service, or future commuter rail service. In addition, the construction of the trail would be tied to
the renewal of the failing retaining wall that threatens PNRRA operations. Mr. Malski
indicated that PNRRA would consider relinquishing a strip of right-of-way for the
trail project, possibly by way of “friendly condemnation” by PennDOT.
Representatives of PennDOT District 5 have stated that because the proposed multiuse trail is a transportation facility, PennDOT has the authority to condemn right-ofway for the trail construction.
Trail on Retaining Wall with Switchbacks

North from Resort Point Overlook, the trail spur to Delaware Water Gap train station
drops 100 vertical feet in 0.2 mile. Because of the steep terrain, which includes areas
of sheer rock face, this section of trail may require considerable earthwork, retaining
walls and possibly bridges (trail viaducts). In order to maintain a modest grade on
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the trail (conforming to ADA standards), switchbacks may be required. Properly
designed switchbacks should pose no problem to trail users on foot. Adequate warning would need to be given to bicyclists in advance of switchbacks, such as “cyclists
dismount” signage. A cross section of this area is depicted in Section Drawing S.1,
Appendix A.
Trail

This designation is given to that portion of the trail that isn’t on-road and isn’t located
alongside a road. Relatively short in length (0.2 miles), this segment of 10- to
12-foot-wide macadam is a portion of the spur that would connect to Delaware
Water Gap train station. This section begins at the base of the trail that descends
the steep cliff face from Resort Point Overlook, runs adjacent to the train station, and
ends where the on-road Oak Street section of trail begins.

2. Recommended Trail Alignment
FROM PORTLAND, NORTH TO DELAWARE WATER GAP
Portland to the intersection of SR 611 and Slateford Road

Parallel roadbeds follow the west shore of the Delaware River between these points.
Closest to the riverbank is Norfolk Southern’s two-track railroad, known as the Portland Secondary. The Portland Secondary currently has one track in service, next to
an empty track-bay. Freight service currently runs twice a day. While physically possible — and with numerous precedents across the country — rail-with-trail is not an
option at this time because Norfolk Southern corporate policy forbids trails within 80
feet of active tracks, within Norkfolk Southern right-of-way. A meeting with Norfolk
Southern representatives during the course of this study confirmed that policy.
Immediately adjacent to the Norkfolk Southern railroad is SR 611. Constructed in
1936 as a two-lane concrete highway, with the travel lanes separated by a 10-foot
paved median, today the roadway is striped as a three-lane road (one northbound
lane and two southbound). Both north and south of the three-lane section, SR 611
provides just two lanes. Therefore, it is surmised that the three-lane portion of the
road does not add useful capacity, particularly since this
portion of road is relatively flat and the extra lane does
not serve as a truck hill-climbing lane.

SR 611 north of Portland.

If this 0.8-mile section of SR 611 was reconstructed as
a two-lane road, and the road centerline was shifted to
one side, enough space could be made available within
the highway right-of-way for construction of a 10- to
12-foot-wide multi-use trail. A guide rail or wooden barrier could be placed on an eight-foot-wide grass berm
to separate trail users from motor vehicle traffic. Because
SR 611 is not a limited-access highway, restrictions
prohibiting non-motorized travel within limited-access
rights-of-way would not apply.
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In addition to the active railroad and the highway, an older (pre-1936) road following
the west side of the Delaware River is still open to traffic. Named Delaware Avenue
in Portland, and Church Street after it crosses the borough line into Upper Mount
Bethel Township, this road was reconstructed as part of a 1929 state highway project.
Delaware Avenue/Church Street has reasonable sight distance and generous shoulders,
although for much of its length in Upper Mount Bethel Township the shoulders are
unpaved. Because it’s been bypassed, traffic volumes and prevailing speeds are relatively low.
Delaware Avenue/Church Street may be a candidate
for an on-road section of trail, however two factors
weigh against this idea. Utilizing Delaware Avenue/
Church Street as an on-road section of trail would
necessitate crossing and then re-crossing the busy SR
611. In addition, Delaware Avenue/Church Street is far
removed from the river’s edge. A trail alignment nearer
the river would provide trail users with a higher-quality
trail experience.
Slateford Road

The next segment of the study corridor north from the
intersection of SR 611 and Slateford Road is 1.2 miles
in length, and includes the village of Slateford. Because
rail-with-trail on the Norfolk Southern railroad right-of-

Slateford Road, currently.

Rendering with proposed improvements to Slateford Road.
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way is an unlikely prospect at this time, an on-road alignment on Slateford Road is
recommended.
As described in the previous section, Slateford Road features generous sight lines
and wide shoulders, and traffic volumes are low.
This study recommends installation of “share the road” signage and sharrows (pavement markings) on Slateford Road, and the provision of a parallel sidewalk or side
path within the public right-of-way for walkers on the east (river) side of the road.
SR 611 from Slateford to Point of Gap

Slateford Road ends at an intersection with SR 611, a short distance north of the
village of Slateford. From that point, two ways north remain: the railroad, and SR
611. Lands outside the railroad and the PennDOT rights-of-way are owned by NPS
as part of Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area.
Ownership of the former DL&W railroad changes hands just north of Slateford. It is
at the small freight yard here that Norfolk Southern and PNRRA’s operations meet.
PNRRA, like Norfolk Southern, is not inclined to allow rail-with-trail within their railroad rights-of-way. Additionally, PNRRA anticipates reactivation of passenger railroad service on its tracks at some point in the future.
Planned commuter rail service between Scranton and
New York, operated by New Jersey Transit, would
necessitate the reinstallation of the second set of rails
on PNRRA right-of-way north of Slateford.

Norfolk Southern railroad yard near Slateford.

Except for a short section of three-lane highway just
north of Slateford, SR 611 is a two-lane highway for
the remainder of the study corridor. In the 1.5-mile
section between Slateford and Point of Gap, the highway is some distance from, and above, the railroad.
Both the distance from and height above the railroad
varies. However, field investigation, and research of
high resolution aerial photography and plans, indicates
that adequate space exists for a side path along SR
611. This study recommends that a side path be built.
As conditions vary along this 1.5-mile stretch, the
recommended side path may be placed directly alongside SR 611. It would be separated from the roadway
by a suitable barrier, and, as space permits, would be
some distance from the roadway. In those areas where
the highway is some distance above and away from the
railroad, an opportunity exists to place the trail away
from and below the roadway. As stated in a previous
section, such a design has the advantage of providing
trail users with greater separation from motor vehicle
traffic.

A narrow stretch of SR 611 beside PNRRA railroad south of Point of Gap.
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Along some stretches, a level space alongside the existing roadway could accommodate the trail. In other areas, the terrain drops steeply away from the edge of the
existing roadway, and new retaining walls would be required to support the trail.
About 0.25 mile south of Point of Gap, the space between the railroad and the highway briefly tapers to zero, and the PennDOT right-of-way and railroad right-of-way
abut one another directly. At this pinch point, there is insufficient space to locate
the side path within PennDOT right-of-way. A narrow strip of railroad right-of-way
would be required in this area to allow space for the side path. The narrow strip
in question is not required for present or future train operations (refer to Section
Drawing S.5, Appendix A). Both the present-day freight and the potential future
passenger train service on the PNRRA tracks would be unimpeded by the side path
as proposed in this study. As stated elsewhere in this report, PNRRA management
has indicated a willingness to negotiate the sale of non-essential portions of right-ofway, perhaps with a “friendly condemnation” arrangement with PennDOT.
A right-of-way transfer from PNRRA to PennDOT would also be required for the 1.2mile section of trail north of Point of Gap, as described below.
Point of Gap to Resort Point Overlook

This 1.2-mile section of trail alignment finds SR 611 supported by a reinforced concrete retaining wall above PNRRA tracks. Constructed in 1911, much of the wall is
in poor condition and has failed in several places. PennDOT has placed a temporary
concrete barrier along the entire length of the wall, and is regularly forced to make
emergency repairs.
Despite its designation as Bicycle Route V, the current layout of the roadway and
existing retaining wall leaves insufficient space for a multi-use trail, or indeed for any
safe provision for pedestrians or bicycles.
At some point in the future, the 100-year-old retaining wall will need to be replaced
in its entirety. This study recommends that the design of the proposed multi-use trail
be integrated into the design of the replacement wall. This could be accomplished
by placing the new wall 10 to 12 feet further out from the location of the existing
wall. The 10- to 12-foot-wide multi-use trail could be
built alongside the existing roadway, separated by an
appropriate barrier.
The elevation of the trail may vary. It could be level
with the existing roadway in places, and it could adjust gradually to an elevation below the roadway. As
described elsewhere in this report, a trail with an elevation lower than the adjacent roadway would afford a
more pleasant experience for the trail user. Another
practical advantage is that two shorter retaining walls
could take the place of one taller wall.
Because the existing PennDOT right-of-way line coincides with the location of the existing wall, a rightof-way “take” would be required. Such a right-of-way

Spur trail from Appalachian Trail to Resort Point Overlook.
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condemnation would involve an agreement between
PennDOT and PNRRA. PNRRA President Lawrence C.
Malski has expressed a willingness to explore this.
Resort Point Overlook to Waring Drive

Beneath Interstate 80 toll bridge in Delaware Water Gap.

The 1.2-mile retaining wall ends at a point just south
of Resort Point Overlook. From the end of the wall
northward, adequate space exists to construct a 10- to
12-foot-wide side path along SR 611. The trail alignment would skirt the outside edge of the stone retaining wall at Resort Point Overlook, avoiding conflict with
automobile traffic accessing the overlook parking lot.
The side path would follow SR 611 to its intersection
with Waring Drive, in the commercial center of Delaware
Water Gap.

Waring Drive and Oak Street

Once in the village of Delaware Water Gap, the recommended trail alignment
follows Waring Drive, and a short section of Oak Street, to connect with the Cherry
Creek Crossing Loop Trail. Traffic volumes and prevailing speeds are low enough that
both cyclists and walkers could be accommodated in the existing roadway.
Spur from Resort Point Overlook to Delaware Water Gap train station

Diverging from the side path along SR 611 at Resort Point Overlook, a spur trail is
envisioned that would serve Delaware Water Gap’s historic train station, ending on
Oak Street at the Cherry Creek Crossing Loop Trail. Together with the northernmost
leg of the trail main line, the spur trail would form a one-mile loop.
As with the main line of the trail, the spur from Resort Point Overlook to Delaware
Water Gap train station is envisioned as a hard-surface, 10- to 12- foot-wide trail.
A grade change in excess of 100 feet would necessitate significant earthwork,
retaining walls and possibly structures, such as trail viaducts. Adequate space exists
beneath the Interstate 80 bridge (owned and operated by Delaware River Joint Toll
Bridge Commission) for the trail to pass underneath.
From the train station to the connection with Cherry Creek Crossing Loop Trail, an
on-road alignment on Oak Street is recommended. As on Waring Drive, both cyclists
and walkers could utilize the existing roadway due to low traffic volume and low
prevailing speeds.

B. TRAIL AND TRAILHEAD FACILITIES
1. Parking and Access
In Portland, public parking is available in the form of on-street parking, a gravel
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parking lot adjacent to the historic Portland train
station, and a park-and-ride lot on the main street.
Each of these is in close proximity to the PortlandColumbia footbridge, and is available for Liberty–Water
Gap Trail users. Portland has applied for funding to
provide restrooms at the park-and-ride lot. A service
station located at the end of the Portland-Columbia
footbridge sells small items such as bottled water, soda
and snacks, and a grocer will be opening in town in the
near future. At the present time the diner is closed for
business, but its reopening has been announced.
Arrow Island Overlook is 2.7 miles north of Portland
along the proposed trail alignment. Within the bounds
of Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area, Arrow
Island Overlook has parking spaces for 21 cars. No
restrooms are provided.
Point of Gap Overlook is another 0.7 mile north of Arrow
Island Overlook along the proposed trail alignment. Located
3.4 miles from Portland, and within Delaware Water Gap
National Recreation Area, Point of Gap Overlook does not
offer restrooms but does provide parking for 74 cars and
four buses.

Arrow Island Overlook.

Trail/Road Diet

0.8 mile

Portland and Upper
Mt. Bethel Twp.

On-Road

1.6 miles

Upper Mt. Bethel Twp

Side Path

2.1 miles

NPS & PennDOT

Side Path on
Reconstructed
Retaining Wall

1.2 miles

NPS & PennDot

Trail

0.3 mile

NPS & Delaware
Water Gap

Resort Overlook is 1.4 miles north of Point of Gap Overlook,
also in Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area. It has
space to park 22 automobiles, but no restrooms are provided.
Of the three overlooks, Resort Overlook offers the best scenic vista. It is located near
the northern end of the proposed trail, 0.4 mile south of the intersection of Main
Street and Waring Drive, in Delaware Water Gap’s commercial district.
At the proposed trail’s northern terminus, off Oak Street in Delaware Water Gap, is
the trailhead for the Cherry Creek Crossing Loop Trail. Parking spaces are provided
for about 20 cars.
The Pennsylvania Welcome Center is 0.7 mile north of the Oak Street trailhead, and
is accessible via the Cherry Creek Crossing Loop Trail and a short section of sidewalk.
The welcome center is open from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. daily, provides public restrooms
and vending machines, and has a parking lot for 55 autos.

2. Access by Public Transportation
Intercity bus service to the study area is provided by Martz Trailways and Greyhound
Lines. Buses running to and from Philadelphia, Pa., Scranton, N.J., and New York
City, N.Y., serve the large bus terminal located on SR 611 just north of Delaware
Water Gap. The northern reach of the proposed trail alignment comes within 0.6
mile of the Martz Trailways bus terminal. Sidewalks between the bus terminal and
the trail are intermittent, but gaps could easily be closed.
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Monroe County Transit Authority’s Yellow Route connects Stroudsburg, Delaware
Water Gap, and the national recreation area’s south contact station. Five trips are
provided each weekday, but there is no Saturday or Sunday service. The bus stop at
Main and Broad streets is 0.3 mile from the proposed trail alignment, connected by
continuous sidewalks along Main Street.
On Saturdays and Sundays during summer months, two bus routes serve Delaware
Water Gap National Recreation Area. Operated by Monroe County Transit Pocono
Pony, the routes serve areas north of the Pennsylvania Welcome Center. The Delaware
Water Gap Connector and The River Runner run on a 30-minute headway. Buses
pull trailers for transporting bicycles, canoes and kayaks.
The Pennsylvania Welcome Center and the proposed trail would be connected by
the Cherry Creek Crossing Loop Trail and by continuous sidewalks along Broad
Street and Main Street.
This study recommends extending the bus routes south from Delaware Water Gap,
five miles to the existing trailhead at the Portland-Columbia footbridge.

3. Signage and Orientation
Open sections of the Liberty–Water Gap Trail are marked with the sign to the left.
Recommended signage falls into one of the following four categories:
•

Directional — These signs help trail users navigate at locations where the trail

changes direction, or changes mode (e.g., from on-road to off-road trail). Pathfinder signs located along roadways point the way to trailheads or trail access
points. An example of such a sign can be found at the end of this section.
•

Safety — Safety signs alert trail users to hazards. Mile markers that include

locator codes are a useful way to pinpoint location, especially when calling 911
to report an emergency.
•

Informational — Business location kiosks inform trail users of nearby amenities

such as cafes, bike shops and taxi services. Community billboards and kiosks
may be erected at trailheads and at locations where trails
intersect local streets and roads.
•

Interpretive — Interpretive signs explain historical

and natural features, improving trail users’ understanding of the trail and its setting.

Trail users can find local services with a directory map like this one.
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4. Trail Services
Comfort Facilities

Public restrooms are available at the Pennsylvania Welcome Center, 0.7 mile from
the northern end of the proposed trail extension. Trail users may navigate from the
trail to the welcome center one of two ways: by the Cherry Creek Crossing Loop
Trail, or by continuous sidewalks on Main and Broad streets through the commercial
center of Delaware Water Gap.
At the present time, restrooms are not available at the three overlooks south of Delaware Water Gap. Portland is applying for grant funding to provide restroom facilities
at their existing park-and-ride lot.
As the total length of the proposed trail extension is less than six miles, it is not
anticipated that additional restroom facilities would be provided.
Emergency Contact

The study corridor is within the coverage area of cellular phone service. Dialing 911
is the best way to summon police or rescue personnel in the event of an emergency
along the trail. 911 calls placed from points along the proposed trail alignment are
handled either by the Monroe County Control Center or by Northampton County
Emergency Management Services. Nearby first responder bases include the Delaware
Water Gap Fire Company on Main Street in Delaware Water Gap, and Portland Fire
Department on State Street in Portland.
Location of Trailhead Facilities

Existing trailhead facilities are described in Section I, above. As these are distributed
the length of the proposed trail alignment, it is not expected that new trailhead
facilities would be required.

C. Proposed Easements and Property Acquisition
On-Road Trail Segments

On-road segments of trail, and the Side Path/Road Diet stretch of trail north of Portland, would utilize existing public rights-of-way.
On-road segments in the borough of Delaware Water Gap would utilize the existing
borough-owned rights-of-way on Oak Street and Waring Drive.
The on-road portion of trail on Slateford Road would utilize public right-of-way
owned by Upper Mount Bethel Township.
It is envisioned that the Side Path/Road Diet segment of the proposed trail in
Upper Mount Bethel Township and Portland would be located entirely within the
PennDOT-owned right-of-way of SR 611.
No right-of-way acquisitions or easement negotiations are foreseen for the abovementioned trail segments.
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Railroad Rights-of-Way

Significant portions of the proposed trail alignment would require either easements
from, or acquisition of, right-of-way owned by PNRRA.
Because the proposed trail would not impede either current or projected future railroad operations, preliminary indications from PNRRA management are that PNRRA
would be willing to sell the required right-of-way needed for construction of the
trail. This could take the form of a “friendly condemnation” by PennDOT.
PennDOT has stated that because the proposed trail is a transportation facility,
PennDOT has the authority to condemn right-of-way for the trail’s construction.
No easement or right-of-way acquisition from Norfolk Southern is anticipated.

D. Operation & Maintenance
1. Proposed Agency and Others’ Responsibilities

In order that the pathway maintain a consistent quality and uniform appearance
along the entirety of the route, development of a comprehensive plan for operation
and maintenance of the route is essential.
The proposed pathway would pass through the three municipalities of the Borough
of Portland, Upper Mt. Bethel Township and the Borough of Delaware Water Gap.
Other lands bordering the proposed route are owned and maintained by the federal
government via the NPS-managed Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area.
SR 611 is a state road maintained by PennDOT. Each of the agencies and municipalities operates its own maintenance department and equipment to manage current
land holdings, and each has different capacities.
As no single agency or municipality would have complete ownership of the path,
it would be essential to form a maintenance committee to determine what each
agency would be responsible for on a scheduled basis. It is anticipated that each of
the three municipalities would be able to add general
mowing and trimming along their section of pathway
to its existing tasks. However the smooth operation
of the entire pathway would require mutually agreedupon commitment to specific tasks.
A combination of municipal officials and volunteer citizens could be the most effective solution. The maintenance committee should designate a coordinator who
would be able to oversee the condition of the trail and
know what to do in case of a maintenance emergency,
such as a fallen tree across the path. The coordinator
for the trail could be a volunteer who was willing to
develop a working relationship with each agency. A
recommended schedule of inspection for the entire trail
should be part of the maintenance committee’s tasks.
Aerial view of the study area, 1930.
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This study has recommended an asphalt surface which would require less maintenance than crushed stone, but it would also require resurfacing after 10 to15 years
of use. The section going through Slateford is recommended to be designed as an
on-road path, which would require bike lane markings and signage. As a township
road, it would be important to keep the lanes free of debris. Any damage to signage
or structures from vandalism should be repaired as soon as possible.
Any constructed side path along SR 611 would require periodic sweeping to clear
road debris. PennDOT is responsible for maintaining the safe condition of the SR
611 road surface, but would rely on the municipalities and NPS maintenance crews
to keep the pathway clear. Keeping the walkway clear of litter and debris is a task
that a volunteer committee should be able to perform periodically throughout the
year. The “pride of ownership” of users and locals themselves is often enough to
keep litter off the trail, but due to the proximity of the trail to SR 611, road dirt
would inevitably accumulate on the side path.
A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is a written agreement between governments and/or agencies that can spell out which groups are responsible for certain
tasks. Such a tool is critical for a trail that crosses several municipalities, as well as
state and federal property.
Finally, trail managers and the municipalities should be aware of risk management
strategies that can be adopted to minimize the possibility of injuries on the trail. As a
standard, the following guidelines are recommended:
•

Design the trail with safety in mind;

•

Regularly inspect the trail and correct any unsafe conditions;

•

Prominently post hours of operation and other rules and regulations, along with
emergency contact information; and

•

Develop procedures for handling medical emergencies.

We propose:
•

Formation of a Trail Committee (Friends of the Trail) to oversee the operation of
the trail. This could include the development of signage standards.

•

Developing an MOU between the three municipalities to cover trail maintenance on each of the proposed sections to a uniform standard.

•

Developing an MOU between PennDOT and NPS for agreed-upon maintenance
of the side path built on top of the retaining wall inside the Delaware Water Gap
National Recreation Area. (PennDOT would be responsible for any structural
maintenance to the wall and the integrated walkway).

Tools for addressing management of a multi-municipal trail, including a sample
MOU, are located in the appendix of this study.
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2. Table of Recommended Maintenance Tasks and
Operations
Important maintenance tasks that management agencies must consider are indicated in the following Maintenance Tasks and Operations table.

ACTIVITY

DESCRIPTION

FREQUENCY

Mowing

4-feet min. wide each side of trail (where
applicable).

3-4 times annually.

Pruning

Prune woody vegetation 4 feet back from
sides of trail –14-foot vertical clearance —
remove invasive vines.

Annually.

Removal of trees/limbs

Evaluation/removal of unhealthy or dead
trees and limbs.

Annually.

Signage

Maintain directional and informational signs. Permanent signs — periodically as
required.

Access control

Replace any damaged access control devices.

Periodically as required.

Trail surface on multi-use paved
side paths

Resurface.

Periodically as required.

Trail surface gravel path at side
of Slateford Road

Repair surface damage from vehicles, erosion, Periodically as required.
etc.

Drainage structures —
very important maintenance

Clean inlets, keep swales clear of debris.

Litter pick up

Trailside litter pickup.

Access area litter pickup.

Weekly or as required.

Weekly.

Trash collection

Removal of trash from receptacles at access
areas.

Weekly.

Retaining wall and culverts

Inspection by professional engineer every
two years.

Annually at a minimum, and before
and after every large storm.

Maintenance of wall and culverts Annually by PennDOT, municipal or county
to ensure structural integrity.
engineer.
Graffiti control

Repaint affected areas as required.

Annually/spot basis.
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3. Regional Law Enforcement
Demonstrating that the trail is cared for, and keeping the trail well maintained,
creates an environment where crime is less likely. Hosting activities along the trail,
such as interpretive walks, creates opportunities for local citizens to become familiar
with the trail and develop a sense of pride and ownership of the facility. Trails that
are well used can be largely self-patrolled; the users themselves become the eyes
and ears of the trail. Other options include enlisting volunteers to patrol the trail on
a regular basis if needed.
Vandalism can be troublesome at any public facility and steps to control it include
design features that deter vandalism, such as anti-graffiti surfaces. Trail management
should ensure the trail is included in the 911 emergency locator system, and that
adequate signage is posted with emergency contact information and hours of
operation.
The boroughs of Delaware Water Gap and Portland employ part-time police officers.
Pennsylvania State Police provides coverage in the area when these officers are off
duty. State police also provide a dedicated unit for the townships of both Upper and
Lower Mt. Bethel.

4. Vegetation and Stormwater Management
The dramatic and varied landscape in the six miles of the study area present special
opportunities and challenges in designing, installing and managing vegetation and
stormwater management features.
Beginning at the southern end of the proposed trail, the side path along SR 611
between Portland and Slateford Road has the following considerations:
•

The replacement of the easternmost lane of highway with a new side path offers
the opportunity for enhancing stormwater collection through the use of porous
pavement, as well as swales and rain gardens at the edge of the path.

•

Plantings should allow for easy maintenance. Native species are preferred.

•

Decorative landscaping should be considered for
the trail entrance at Portland, but the type and
quantity of any special planting would depend
upon the identified capabilities of those who might
“adopt” this maintenance item for the trail.

•

Where the trail would pass in front of private
properties, the selection and maintenance of landscaping should be done in cooperation with the
private owners.

•

As this section of trail is largely on a PennDOT
right-of-way there should be early coordination
with PennDOT on all aspects of this work.
Eureka Glen on SR 611 south of Resort Point Overlook.
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The second section of the trail, the on-road bicycle route with a soft-surface side
path for walking, has the following considerations:
•

It should make use of the existing roadway and shoulder.

•

Other than for the narrow soft-surface paving, such as fine gravel and stone
dust, the existing drainage patterns and shoulder should be carefully preserved.

•

There are few large plants or trees in the shoulder, and an easily maintained
ground cover, where none now exists, should be employed.

•

Where stormwater and flooding are a problem, and if more funds are available,
consideration should be given to capturing stormwater in greater than natural
volume beneath the soft-surface path.

•

As this section of trail is largely on township right-of-way, there should be early
coordination with Upper Mount Bethel Township on all aspects of this work.

The third section of the trail is the side path along the two-lane portion of SR 611
in the Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area. This section has long areas of
retaining wall as well as areas with a gentler grade on the river side of the road. The
following considerations should be made:

Kittatinny Hotel postcard (circa 1920).

•

Vegetation should be selected for hardiness and ease of maintenance in this
challenging natural environment.

•

The use of native plants is highly desirable. The selection of vegetation should
be coordinated with both NPS and PennDOT.
•

Decorative landscaping would be considered for the
trail entrance at Delaware Water Gap and at rest
areas and overlooks. However, the type and quantity
of any special plantings would depend upon the
identified capabilities of those who might “adopt”
this maintenance item for the trail.

•

Since the development of this section of the trail
would, by necessity, be done along with a future
rebuilding of the retaining wall and the highway,
stormwater management techniques would be
expected to be incorporated in the entire reconstruction project.
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E. OPINION OF PROBABLE COSTS
1. Acquisition of Right of Way
This study assumes there would be no cost, other than administrative costs, for the trail
right-of-way within a PennDOT right-of-way or in the Delaware Water Gap National
Recreation Area. In order for the pieces of land currently owned by the railroad
agencies to provide enough space for the trail adjacent or downhill from SR 611, the
most appropriate valuation strategy would be for road widening and/or occupancy
for the highway retaining wall, and slope occupancy and maintenance. We have not
seen the analysis of a comparable situation which would help determine a protocol
with PennDOT, however we offer the following analysis for this Trail Feasibility Study.
The problem of evaluating the right-of-way in question requires the establishment
of a market value range for railroad-owned land where the highest and best use is
for non-railroad purposes. In this instance, the land, approximately 2.5 acres total in
several parcels, consists primarily of steep slope upgrade of an active freight corridor
along the Delaware River.
The subject tract’s high side boundary is generally SR 611, or a sliver of NPS land
between the highway and the railroad.
An appraisal of the subject property must determine the appropriate highest and
best use. Since the property consists almost entirely of steep slope in excess of 10
percent grade, zoning classifications have limited relevancy as the tract cannot be
used for residential, commercial or industrial purposes. Given the lack of economic
utility, an appraiser would likely deem the property of “unique or accessory” use
with a derivative value; i.e., chiefly for completing land assemblages, widening existing buildable lots, for highway widening or rail expansion, or for aerial or subsurface
easements for fiber-optic or public utility purposes.
Under the above analysis, the appraiser must determine which land use is most
reflective of the subject property’s highest and best use. The appraiser would need
to search for comparable sales from a large geographic area encompassing portions
of eastern Pennsylvania and western New Jersey. Use of the income or development
cost approach would not work particularly well, in this instance, for determining the
subject property’s fair market value.
An alternate model for valuing the subject property calls for treating it as industrial
land, but discounting heavily for its inherent limitations. This model would treat the
land as “marginal” industrial acreage, and draw on comparable sales of disturbed
and/or marginal use tracts (i.e., property not buildable without substantial landfill,
site restoration and/or regulatory variances) located in a weaker or distant market
area. Other than the location, such sales would have the fewest net adjustments,
and could be valued at some parity.
At this time our only set of comparable sales for such a strategy comes from the City
of Carbondale, Lackawanna County, Pennsylvania. Recent industrial examples of
marginal or low economic utility lands were valued at $1.50 per square foot. Thus,
the fair market value of the subject 2.5-acre tract (108,900 sq. ft.) is $163,350.
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2. Construction Costs
Total estimated construction costs are approximately $32.8 million, as shown in the
detailed “Opinion of Probable Costs” in Appendix B. This estimate includes the entire
cost of the required retaining wall work, but not the cost of reconstructing SR 611. If
the trail is constructed as part of the work on SR 611, the retaining wall work would
have to be performed whether the trail was included or not. Thus, the incremental
cost of the trail within the Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area between
the north end of Slateford and Delaware Water Gap would be considerably less.
The Opinion of Probable Costs is broken down by trail construction type and by the
construction phases which would allow for incremental implementation as noted
below in Section F. “Implementation and Priorities.”

3. Annual Maintenance Costs
Based on the activities described in Section II-C, maintenance costs generally range
from $6,000 to $8,000/per mile/per year for similar trails. We recommend that the
responsible agencies use a figure of $8,000 per mile to estimate maintenance costs
during the first year after development. This figure could be evaluated at the end
of the first year. This cost could be used for fundraising purposes as well as to solicit
volunteer help for maintenance. Many trail operators have been able to supplement
their maintenance programs by creating partnership agreements with local businesses, clubs and organizations. Formal cooperative agreements are made with these
partners that clearly define the roles and responsibilities of each party. Developing
an effective maintenance management system is an on-going process depending
on such factors as volunteer involvement, degree of desired landscaping and other
amenities, and the degree of trail maintenance performed by municipalities and
agencies.
Note that the figure of $8,000 includes only ongoing activities, and not periodic capital replacement costs such as repaving, which typically occurs every 10 to 15 years
or more, and is generally paid for with grants for capital investment.

F. IMPLEMENTATION AND PRIORITIES
As is clear from the Opinion of Probable Costs, this is a very costly project which could
necessitate the phasing of work. When this phasing is done, it would be important
to consider priorities for implementation of the project to result in the highest usage
and economic benefit as each phase was completed.
We recommend the following schedule of implementation, which takes into account
cost, economic benefit, and the logical construction and connectivity of each proposed phase of trail construction. See Section III.D, “Development of Alignment
Alternatives and Recommended Trail Alignment,” for an understanding of how these
recommendations were made.
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Phase 1. Improving Existing Conditions with Minimal Construction
•

For bicyclists, SR 611 is already signed as Bicycle Route V, but is lightly used
owing to the dangerous traffic conditions along this highway. We recommend
relocating Bicycle Route V to the lightly-traveled Slateford Road in Upper Mt.
Bethel Township as an alternative to SR 611 through Slateford and back to SR
611 at the “scissors crossing.”

•

For walkers, we recommend signing a walking route on the former highway
comprised of Slateford Road and Church Street in Upper Mt. Bethel Township,
and Delaware Avenue in Portland.

•

For bicyclists, walkers and hikers, we recommend the extension of bus service
from Delaware Water Gap to Portland, with buses fitted with bike racks. This
service, even if provided only on weekends and peak periods, would link the
two boroughs and provide immediate trail continuity and increased economic
activity.

Phase 2. Initial Construction—Access to Arrow Island Overlook
•

This initial phase of construction would include:
o

the proposed side path from Portland to Slateford Road along the section
of SR 611 to be narrowed from three lanes to two lanes;

o

a side path in the existing shoulder of Slateford Road; and

o

a side path from Slateford to Arrow Island Overlook. This section has
enough area between SR 611 and the adjacent railroad to allow construction of the trail without completely rebuilding SR 611.

•

For continuity between Delaware Water Gap and Portland, the recommended
bus service would continue as a bridge between the two boroughs. Stops at Arrow Island Overlook and other points would continue, giving walkers, hikers and
bicyclists flexibility in planning their routes.

•

The ability to walk and ride safely and enjoyably to Arrow Island Overlook from
Portland would be promoted with directional and interpretive signage.

•

The link created by the existing Arrow Island Trail to Slateford Farm could be
signed and promoted along National Park Road as a loop for hikers.

Phase 3. Access to Resort Point Overlook
•

This phase of construction would include the side path from Delaware Water
Gap to the Resort Point Overlook. This section has enough area between SR 611
and the adjacent railroad to allow construction of the trail without the complete
rebuilding of SR 611.

•

For continuity, the recommended bus service would continue between Delaware
Water Gap and Portland. Stops at the Resort Point Overlook and other points
would continue, giving walkers, hikers and riders flexibility in planning their routes.
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•

The ability to walk and ride safely and enjoyably to Resort Point Overlook from
Delaware Water Gap would be promoted with directional and interpretive
signage.

•

The existing link created by the side path from the Resort Point Overlook to the
Appalachian Trail could be signed and promoted as a loop for hikers and visitors
to Delaware Water Gap. This link would provide an alternative route to reach
the Appalachian Trail when coming south from Delaware Water Gap.

Phase 4. Completing the Side Path along SR 611 and reaching Point
of Gap
•

This phase would comprise the reconstruction of SR 611 and its retaining wall
between Arrow Island Overlook and Point of Gap. This is where the most expensive retaining wall reconstruction would be required. Opening this section
would complete the trail between Delaware Water Gap and Portland.

•

The bus service between Portland, Delaware Water Gap and further north
should continue to compliment the trail, and to accommodate those seeking
excursions with the bus providing the return trip.

Phase 5. Linking the Trail and Delaware
Water Gap to the Train Station
•

This phase would involve the construction of the
trail from Resort Point Overlook, dropping down to
the Delaware Water Gap train station and making
a connection there with the Cherry Creek Crossing
Loop Trail.

Delaware Water Gap train station postcard.
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G. ACTION PLAN
A Long-Term Project
The ultimate development and completion of a trail between Portland and Delaware
Water Gap is likely to take 10 to 15 years, owing to the cost of the project and the
need to coordinate with the rebuilding of SR 611 and its retaining wall in the vicinity
of the Point of Gap and Resort Point overlooks.

Creation of a Project Committee
At the last public meeting in Delaware Water Gap, three individuals volunteered
to start a committee working on this project. They were Susan Cooper, a business
owner and representative of the Delaware Water Gap Open Space Committee, Judith
Henkel, a supervisor from Upper Mt Bethel Township, and Nancy Knott, a Portland
citizen advocate and member of this study’s steering committee. This committee
should meet as soon as possible to discuss strategies for addressing the following
initial tasks:
•

Establish a meeting schedule for the project committee and commit to working
toward the long-term goal of developing the proposed extension of the LibertyWater Gap Trail. Identify a chairperson who will lead and coordinate the effort.
Collect written commitments and resolutions from elected officials and other
regional agencies (Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Commission, NPS, etc.) in
support of the trail.

•

Keep both county planning commissions informed of the activities of the project
committee and any progress in the boroughs. (Restroom installation, signage
etc.) A strong relationship with the local Municipal Planning Organization is a
key to ultimately involving PennDOT.

•

Develop a partnership with Knowlton Township in New Jersey. Such a partnership could coordinate special events to be held in the proximity of the PortlandColumbia footbridge. Knowlton Township owns property adjacent to the footbridge, and has plans to develop it as a pocket park. The slope of the land and
size of the parcel lends itself more toward public park and trailhead development than the land available on the Pennsylvania side of the bridge.

The Project Committee’s Further Responsibilities for Trail Development
Armed with this feasibility study and the contacts that have been developed during
the study period, the Project Committee needs to now work with local and county
planning staff, and PennDOT District 5 to ensure the project is placed on the Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP). Being listed on the TIP is a requirement for obtaining the type of funds necessary for this combined highway, retaining wall and
trail project. Such inclusion would also help in obtaining design funds.
In these early stages, the Project Committee should work with local elected representatives, officials, agencies and key stakeholders to seek funds for the preliminary
and final design of project, and the selection of a consultant to perform the design
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services. As this is a very large project likely to be led by PennDOT, at the point of
detailed design, bidding and construction the Project Committee would become
more of an advisor and stakeholder in the process.

Role of Volunteers
As volunteers would need to play an important role in the development and longterm maintenance of this project, the Project Committee would need to ensure that
a “Friends of the Trail” group was developed. The role of the friends group should
evolve from initial support for the idea of the trail to working on enhancements,
such as landscaping, interpretive signage, tours and cleanups, once the trail was
constructed.

Role of PennDOT
Given that the trail would likely be part of the repair and enhancement of SR 611,
it is most likely that PennDOT would bid the construction work to the appropriate
contractors and provide project management and long-term heavy maintenance
work. PennDOT employs a vigorous public involvement process, and the Project
Committee should ensure it was involved in this process over the years of the trail’s
development.
For a long-term synopsis of the process, the following table lists key tasks to be
accomplished.

Aerial view of the Portland-Columbia footbridge.
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TIMETABLE AND RESOURCES FOR IMPLEMENTATION

Period

Key Tasks

Primary Responsible Parties

Overall Planning

See Contact list in the Appendix

On-going

February meeting. Involve local businesses in planning for the
trail’s economic development. Make use of RTC fact sheets on
Benefits and Economic Impact.

Project Committee. RTC & CTC
(presentation of this study).

Winter 20122013

Create new formal organization whose primary focus is to support
the trail initiatives between Portland and Delaware Water Gap.

Project Committee — evolve to
Friends of the Trail (FOT) group.

On-going

Establish and maintain regular communications with PennDOT to
monitor opportunities to build the trail as part of a future SR 611
reconstruction.

FOT, Monroe County RPO,
Lehigh Valley MPO and municipal
leadership.

On-Going

Attend open space/greenway meetings of MPO and RPO (schedules posted on web).

FOT: identify representative(s)
who can cover these meetings
and report activities.

On-going

Develop channel of communications with N.J. municipalities:
FOT.
Knowlton Twp., Warren County, Columbia Borough Morris County
Parks Commission

On-going

Develop working relationship with Knowlton Township for event
planning and trail promotion

FOT, Portland, Columbia,
Knowlton Twp.

Trail Planning and Design

Winter 2012– Incorporate the proposed improvements into state, county and
Fall 2013
municipal transportation, recreation and land-use plans. (Monroe
County Planning and Lehigh Valley Planning are willing to adopt
this plan into their county-wide greenway plans — obtain verification). Continue coordination with local jurisdictions to provide
links to the regional systems.

FOT, MPO/RPO, Portland and
Delaware Water Gap, Upper Mt.
Bethel Twp, the county agencies,
and NPS.

On-going

FOT, DCNR regional recreation
and parks advisors.

Maintain communications with DCNR northeast region representatives.

Winter 2012– Select a sponsoring organization to apply for funds for Phase 1
Spring 2013 design.

FOT and/or partner
municipalities.

Winter 2012– Plan for Phase I of the trail for shuttle service and signage.
Spring 2013

FOT, the boroughs, Monroe
County Transit, Lehigh Valley
Planning, DCED

Trail Operation and Maintenance

On-going

Enhance an existing organization (e.g. Parks dept.) or create a new FOT — Maintenance committee.
entity for trail operation and maintenance.

Anticipated Final Design and Construction

2013–2020

Preliminary and final design, acquisition and approvals for entire
trail.

FOT and partnering
municipalities

Est. 2013–14

Construction—Phase 1. Improve Existing Conditions with Minimal
Construction (Section II-F)
•  relocate Bicycle Route V
•  sign a walking route
•  extend bus or shuttle service to Portland

FOT, the boroughs and Upper
Mt. Bethel Twp, Pa. Pedalcylcle/
RTC, DCED, Monroe County
Transit, Lehigh Valley Planning,
Pocono Mtn. Visitors Bureau.
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Est 2016

Construction — Phase 2. Access to Arrow Island Overlook (Section
FOT, Portland, Upper Mt. Bethel
II.F, Appendix A)
Twp., PennDOT, NPS.
•  narrow SR 611 to two lanes
•  construct a side path in the existing shoulder of Slateford
Road
•  construct a side path from Slateford to Arrow Island Overlook

Est. 2018

Construction — Phase 3. Access to Resort Point Overlook (Section
II.F, Appendix A)
•  Construct side path from Delaware Water Gap to the Resort
Point Overlook.
•  Promote bike/ped route to Resort Point Overlook from Delaware Water Gap

FOT, Municipalities, NPS, Pocono
Mtn Visitors Bureau.

Est. 2022

Construction — Phase 4. Complete the side path along SR 611 to
Point of Gap (Section II.F, Appendix A)
•  Reconstruction of SR 611 and its retaining wall between
Arrow Island Overlook and Point of Gap.

FOT, Municipalities, PennDOT.

Est 2024

Construction — Phase 5. Link the Trail and Delaware Water Gap to
the Train Station (Section II.F, Appendix A)
•  Trail construction from Resort Point Overlook to the Delaware Water Gap train station and connection to the Cherry
Creek Crossing Loop Trail.

FOT, Delaware Water Gap, NPS,
DCNR.
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H. POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
Key sources of funding appropriate for this project are given in the table below:
Agency

Contact Information

Program

Contact

PA Department of
Community and
Economic
Development
(DCED)

ReadySetSucceed@newPA.
com

Variety of programs, most available via a single application. Both
Monroe and Northampton
counties are eligible for Local
Share Assessment funds from
gaming revenue (directed toward tourism).

Central Office: 717. 787.0771
Region 7, Monroe County:
570.655.5581
Region 8, Northampton
County: 610.758.5599

PA Department of
Conservation and
Natural Resources
(DCNR)

www.dcnr.state.pa.us/brc/
grants/index.aspx

Variety of funding programs for
technical assistance, acquisition
and construction. Can assist with
some federal programs. Work
directly with the DCNR regional
advisors to identify best funding
program and time frame.

PA DCNR Northeast
Region 2: 610.377.5780

PA Department of
Environmental
Protection (DEP)

www.depweb.state.pa.us/
Variety of programs available.
portal/server.pt/community/ Some funding may be used as a
grants___loans/6012
match for other state programs.

Regional Office:
570.895.4040

Pennsylvania
Department of
Transportation
(PennDOT)

www.dot.state.pa.us/TYP/
index.htm

Transportation Alternatives
Program (formerly Transportation
Enhancements), provides funding
via the MPOs. This is the largest
source of funds available for bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure.

Monroe County Planning:
570.517.3100
Lehigh Valley Planning:
610.264.4544

Lehigh Valley
Regional Planning

www.lvpc.org/

Must work with planning directly 610.264.4544
to access federal funding via
PennDOT.

Monroe County
Planning

www.co.monroe.pa.us/
Must work with planning directly 570.517.3100
planning_records/cwp/view. to access federal funding via
asp?a=1551&q=605153
PennDOT.

Delaware River Joint www.drjtbc.org/default.
Toll Bridge
aspx?pageid=417
Commission

Compact Authorization Program
(CAP).

Glenn Reibman:
610.739.2448

Pocono Mountain
Visitors Bureau

Can provide event marketing
assistance.

570.421.5791

www.800poconos.com/
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Agency

Contact Information

Program

Contact

PA Fish and Boat
Commission

www.fishandboat.com/
promo/grants/boat_
fac/00boatfac.htm

Assistance for boat launch
facilities.

717.705.7800

Pa Historical and
Museum
Commission

www.portal.state.pa.us/
Keystone Historic Preservation
portal/server.pt/community/ grants provide 50/50 match
grants_and_funding/3748
funding for protection of historic
and archaeological resources,
such as the railroad station.

Home Depot
Foundation

https://corporate.homedepot.com/CorporateResponsibility/HDFoundation/Pages/ComImpactGrant.aspx

Pennsylvania Environmental Council,
Northeast Office

www.pecpa.org/program/
Sustainable Communities Prosustainable%20communities gram provides technical assistance to select areas. No direct
funding.

Director, Northeast Office:
570.718.6507

National Park
Service

www.nps.gov/ncrc/programs/rtca/whoweare/
wwa_who_we_are.htm

Rivers, Trails and Conservation
Assistance (RTCA) provides technical assistance for project development and capacity building.
No direct funding.

Dave Lange, Division Chief,
Philadelphia: 215.597.6477

Rails-to-Trails
Conservancy

www.railstotrails.org/ourWork/whereWeWork/northeast/index.html

Technical assistance for multiuse trail development. Can assist
with planning and tools for public outreach.

Patricia Tomes,
Program Manager:
717.238.1717

Program Manager,
Harrisburg: 717.783.9927

Grants of up to $5,000 are prohttp://homedepotfoundation.
vided in the form of Home Depot org/page/grant-faqs
gift cards for the purchase of
tools, materials or services.
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III. METHODOLOGY
A. EXISTING PLANS AND REPORTS
This feasibility study builds upon previous studies, planning efforts, field surveys,
interviews and workshops. The findings in this report are the product of information
found in existing planning documents, synthesized with field observations and input
from the public participation process.
Planning documents with relevant sections incorporated into this study are summar
ized below:
•

Eastern Monroe Regional Open Space and Recreation Plan, August 2002.

•

Northampton County 21st Century Open Space Initiative, August 2010.

•

Comprehensive Plan: The Lehigh Valley…2030, Lehigh Valley Planning
Commission, June 2010.

•

Northerly Crossings Corridor Congestion Mitigation Study, Delaware River Joint
Toll Bridge Commission, June 2005.

•

Northwest New Jersey — Northeast Pennsylvania Rail Corridor Lackawanna
Cutoff, New Jersey Transit, November 2005.

•

Smithfield Township Comprehensive Plan Update, 2001.

•

Cherry Creek Crossing Loop Trail Plan Set, Smithfield Township, June 2011.

•

Real Estate Plan, Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area, U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, June 1967.

•

Boundary Change Plan, Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area, United
States Department of the Interior National Park Service, July 1987.

•

Delaware Water Gap Welcome Center Comprehensive Plan, PennDOT, June
2000.

•

PennDOT Highway Construction Plans, showing roadways and legal right-ofway lines, obtained from PennDOT District 5:
o

Pennsylvania Department of Highways (PDH) plans dated 1929: LR 166
Sections 2 and 5 — Portland to Delaware Water Gap

o

PDH plans dated 1936: LR 166 Section 8 — Portland to Slateford

o

PDH plans dated 1948: LR 166 Section 14 — Road widening north of Slateford

o

PDH plans dated 1958: LR 166 Section 16 — Resurfacing from Delaware
Water Gap to Monroe/Northampton County Line
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B. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION—MEETINGS AND
WORKSHOPS
During the course of this study, a study committee comprised of local elected officials, concerned citizens and stakeholders met on four occasions. The committee
met on the following dates:
•

November 2, 2011

•

January 18, 2012

•

April 25, 2012

•

July 24, 2012

The public was invited to two workshops held in venues at both ends of the study
corridor.
The first public meeting was held on January 18, 2012, at the fire hall on State Street
in Portland. The public was invited to mark up maps of the study corridor with their
ideas and to submit their thoughts and concerns in writing.
The second public meeting was held on July 24, 2012, at the Delaware Water Gap
municipal building. Draft concepts were presented and the public asked to voice
and submit their suggestions.

C. AGENCY INTERVIEWS
The study’s authors met with and interviewed the four major landowners along the
proposed trail corridor, as well as representatives of the Lehigh Valley Planning Commission and the Monroe County Planning Commission. Other interviews were conducted by telephone or mail, and are noted on the table in Appendix G.

Key Information Obtained
From interviews with the four key property owners in the corridor, the following
conclusions were drawn:
•

Neither railroad is interested in a rail-with-trail solution, owing to liability concerns and the possible reuse of the now vacant second track for the restoration
of passenger rail service.

•

The railroads would consider a sale, possibly through “friendly condemnation”
by PennDOT, of scraps of uphill land they cannot use but which are necessary
for the development of a new retaining wall and side path.

•

PennDOT currently has no redevelopment plans for SR 611, other than ongoing temporary repairs and occasional repaving. This is an opportune time to
begin planning for a large highway project to rebuild SR 611, the century-old
retaining wall, and the new multi-use side path and trail.
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•

NPS is committed to providing access to its parks, by all modes. The proposed
trail connection to Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area fits well into its
mission, but would need to comply with NPS guidelines for such work.

Detailed information on six of the interviews is given here:
Norfolk Southern Railway Company

On April 23, 2012, a meeting was held with representatives of Norfolk Southern
Railway Company at its offices in Harrisburg, Pa. The study authors met with Rudy
Husband, resident vice president of government relations, Alex Rocca, property
manager, and David Pidgeon, manager of public relations.
South of Slateford, the former DL&W railroad on the west bank of the Delaware
River is currently owned and operated by Norfolk Southern. Norfolk Southern does
not foresee the abandonment of this railroad line, now known as the Portland
Secondary, and is, in fact, expecting increased freight traffic. When asked about the
potential for rail-with-trail on the unused track-bay between Slateford and Portland,
Norfolk Southern officials stated that the company does not allow public-use trails to
be constructed on Norfolk Southern right-of-way within 80 feet of active rails. As the
half-width of the right-of-way in question is considerably less than 80 feet, rail-withtrail on the Portland Secondary is not likely to be permitted.
Pennsylvania Northeast Regional Railroad Authority

North of Slateford, the former DL&W railroad is owned by PNRRA. The authors of
this study met with PNRRA president Lawrence C. Malski on May 14, 2012.
The deteriorated state of the 1.2-mile-long PennDOT retaining wall above the railroad was discussed. When presented with draft plans and drawings showing that
the proposed trail would have no adverse effect on current or future railroad operations, Malski expressed his support for the project. The draft plans and drawings
show that, due to space constraints, the proposed trail could not be placed entirely
within existing PennDOT right-of-way. The proposed trail could, however, be built
on an adjacent narrow strip of property which is owned by PNRRA railroad but is
not essential for current or future railroad operations. Completion of the trail would
be tightly integrated with the ultimate replacement of the aging concrete retaining wall, the deterioration of which threatens PNRRA operations. Malski expressed a
preliminary willingness to sell the strips of property necessary for a wall replacement
and trail project, perhaps by way of “friendly condemnation” by PennDOT.
National Park Service

Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area Superintendent John J. Donahue and
members of his staff met with authors of this study on May 14, 2012.
NPS would like to see a parkway treatment for SR 611 through the recreation area.
The proposed multi-use side path fits that vision. NPS staff related to the authors
that implementation of such a project would be a “huge multi-jurisdictional project.”
As with any project on NPS land, potential environmental impacts would need to
be assessed and cultural resources evaluated to ensure their protection. It was noted
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that NPS has a close working relationship with Northeastern Pennsylvania Alliance’s
Rural Planning Organization. The support of this organization is important to the
advancement of the trail project.
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation

The study corridor falls within the jurisdiction of PennDOT District 5. On April 25,
2012, study authors met with District 5 portfolio manager Kevin Milnes and four
other staff members, including right-of-way administrator Kenneth Kutchinsky.
It was learned that the replacement of the failing SR 611 retaining wall was not yet
in the planning stages. In the future, 1.2 miles of the wall will need to be replaced,
but at the present time PennDOT is committed to making repairs only as sections of
the wall fail. The study authors presented draft plans and sections of the trail concept and described how the trail could be integrated into the ultimate wall replacement project.
Because the trail is a transportation facility, PennDOT does have the legal right to
condemn property for its construction. It was thought best that this be handled as
a “friendly condemnation,” rather than a legally-contested use of eminent domain.
(Based on the conversation with PNRRA related above, “friendly condemnation” is a
likely outcome).
PennDOT cannot legally condemn NPS land, but as NPS has expressed support for
this project that should not be an issue.
PennDOT staff was of the opinion that the three-lane section of SR 611 north from
Portland represented excess capacity, and that the roadway could be reduced from
three lanes to two without adversely impacting traffic.
It was stated that PennDOT’s budget is currently underfunded, and does not cover
projects currently on the 12-year TIP, a prioritized list of construction projects. It
would be a challenge to secure adequate funds for a project of this magnitude.
It was pointed out that for this project to be a priority it would need to be placed on
the TIP by both the Lehigh Valley Metropolitan Planning Organization (the MPO for
Northampton County) and the Northeastern Pennsylvania Alliance Rural Planning
Organization (the RPO for Monroe County).
Lehigh Valley Planning Commission

On August 1, 2012, the authors met with Lehigh Valley Planning Commission
(LVPC) Director Michael Kaiser, and Senior Planner Teresa Mackay, at the commission offices.
LVPC was not familiar with the Liberty-Water Gap Trail which, as noted earlier in this
study, crosses the state of New Jersey and ends at the Columbia-Portland footbridge.
Kaiser and Mackay had numerous questions about the Paulinskill Valley Trail and
New Jersey connections.
LVPC staff offered the following comments:
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•

“The wall [along SR 611] is terrible and looks worse with the rip-rap”

•

“The project should create an interesting walking environment. It is a beautiful
area that should be enhanced for greater enjoyment.”

•

“We will be supportive of this project.”

•

“Needs money for landscaping and fill.”

•

“[The] problem with the TIP is that it’s filled with bridges and other major
projects.”

•

“Prospects for getting any money for this are not very good.”

•

“It’s not much of a stretch for us to support this.”

•

“The Delaware River/SR 611 is designated a major greenway [in our region] and
we will add the plan into our inventory.”

Monroe County Planning Commission

Monroe County Planning Commission (MCPC) Executive Director Christine Dettore
was able to assist the development of this feasibility study as a participating member
of the steering committee, and stated that MCPC was happy to support the project.
MCPC is currently a Rural Planning Organization (RPO). MCPC staff created a story
board of the project which was used to present an informal and brief overview to
Pennsylvania Governor Tom Corbett during his visit to the Delaware River Valley in
August, 2012. MCPC will add the completed feasibility study to their Monroe County
Greenway Plan. Dettore commented “there is so much going on in the area, [but
this is] the only thing that has good destinations. It could take us to the next level.”

D. DEVELOPMENT OF THE ALIGNMENT ALTERNATIVES
The unique geography of the Delaware Water Gap region, and the way that successive modes of transportation have been threaded through the gorge, present challenges and opportunities in determining the most feasible trail alignment.
In addition to physical constraints, the quality of the trail user’s experience was carefully considered in assessing alternative alignments. Breathtaking vistas of the broad
Delaware River, and the massive bands of exposed bedrock in Tammany and Minsi
mountains bracketing the gorge in two states, have attracted visitors for hundreds of
years.
Trails and trailhead facilities bring economic development to the localities in which
they’re sited. These potential benefits were taken into consideration when determining the location of trailheads and trail alignments. The communities of Delaware
Water Gap and Portland stand to gain considerably from the implementation of this
trail plan.
Ownership issues were key deciding factors. The level of interest of the four major
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property owners (NPS, PennDOT, and the two railroad agencies) needed to be
gauged and recommendations adjusted accordingly. These interviews are described
in detail in Section III.C.
Looking upstream (north) along the Delaware River, the study area is on the left
(west) side of the river. The right-of-way closest to the water’s edge is that of the
former DL&W Railroad, which is still active as a freight railroad. Adjacent to the
railroad, at varying distances both horizontally and vertically, is SR 611. Immediately
to the west of SR 611 the land rises sharply. Portions of SR 611 were blasted into the
mountain, leaving a sheer rock face in some places. For a 1.2-mile stretch, a third
corridor appears in the form of Slateford Road, a township road. Slateford Road is
parallel to, and midway between, the railroad and SR 611. Refer to the overall map
included with the Appendix to this report.
Railroad

The former DL&W Railroad is currently owned by PNRRA from Slateford to the north,
and by Norfolk Southern from that point south. Built as a two-track railroad, today
only one track is in service. The unused track-bay is vacant on the PNRRA section
of railroad. On the Norfolk Southern section the vacant track-bay is occupied by a
maintenance road/de facto ATV trail.
The construction of a rail-with-trail on the vacant track-bay along the entire length
of the study corridor would be an attractive option. The railroad was built close to
the river’s edge, and is directly on the river bank for much of its alignment. A trail
built on the unused track-bay would be level and trail users would enjoy wonderful
views of the river and the mountains through the gorge. Freight trains here operate
slowly and infrequently (NS reported two trains per day at most).

Norfolk Southern railroad with ATV track alongside Slateford Road.
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Investigation and interviews conducted by the authors of this study established that
rail-with-trail is not a likely prospect on either the PNRRA or Norfolk Southern sections of the railroad. The reasons are explained below.
In the case of PNRRA, reinstatement of the second track is seen as a key component
of the future establishment of commuter rail service between Scranton and New
York City. This service is planned to utilize the high-speed “Lackawanna Cut-off”
across northern New Jersey, entering Pennsylvania at Slateford. From Slateford, the
commuter trains would utilize PNRRA right-of-way through Delaware Water Gap
and on to Scranton. PNRRA management is of the opinion that giving up the vacant
track-bay to allow a trail would preclude its use for future commuter rail service.
PNRRA management has, however, indicated a willingness to sell non-essential strips
of right-of-way to accommodate trail construction in the study corridor, as is described in detail in Section II.C.
Norfolk Southern management met with the authors of this study in April 2012, and
explained Norfolk Southern corporate policy regarding rail-with trail in general, and
at this location in particular. For reasons pertaining to safety and liability, Norfolk
Southern does not allow trails in Norfolk Southern right-of-way within 80 feet of
active track. When shown detailed plans prepared by this study, it was evident that
the rail-with-trail alignment alternative would be closer than 80 feet (about 20 feet
in most places).
With the rail-with-trail option effectively ruled out, the study team turned its attention to the next available corridors: SR 611, and Slateford Road.
Pennsylvania SR 611

SR 611 has two basic configurations, over the length of the 5.4-mile study corridor.
From Portland to a point just north of the village of Slateford, SR 611 is three lanes
wide, has shoulders, and traffic travels at high speeds.
From a point north of Slateford to Delaware Water Gap, SR 611 is two lanes with
narrow shoulders. From Point of Gap to a point just south of Delaware Water Gap,
SR 611 is constrained between sheer rock face on its west side, and a concrete
retaining wall above the railroad on its east side.
Road Diet

When the study authors met with PennDOT District 5 staff in April 2012, it was
noted that the three-lane section of SR 611 represents excess capacity, as at both
ends of the three-lane section SR 611 is a two-lane road. Therefore, eliminating
one of the lanes, or “right-sizing” the road, while maintaining the existing shoulder
widths would have little or no effect on traffic.
Because a rail-with-trail on Norfolk Southern’s Portland Secondary is not likely, the
right-sizing of SR 611 represents a viable option. Right-sizing SR 611 from three
lanes down to two would free up enough space within the PennDOT right-of-way to
construct a multi-use trail separated from motor vehicle traffic by a suitable barrier
on a grass strip.
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From Portland, north to the intersection of SR 611 and Slateford Road, the Road
Diet/Trail option within PennDOT right-of-way is the recommended alignment.
Slateford Road

From a point south of Slateford, through the village, 1.2 miles of what was once an
important state highway has been bypassed by later road construction. This leaves
the road open to traffic but with very light traffic volume. Because it had been built
as a state highway, Slateford Road is mostly level, with gradual curves and excellent
sight distance. Shoulders, though not paved, are graded the entire length. This road
represents a third option for the trail alignment.
Slateford Road is a suitable candidate for an on-road trail designation. Rather than
continue the SR 611 Road Diet option north from the intersection with Slateford
Road, the recommended trail alignment turns onto Slateford Road. Bicyclists would
share the existing roadway with local motor vehicle traffic. Pedestrians would be
accommodated by a new five-foot-wide crushed-stone side path. In order to avoid
crossing the street, it is proposed that the side path be constructed on the east
(river) side of Slateford Road. Recommended improvements include “Share the
Road” signage and pavement markings, such as sharrows.
SR 611 Side Path

At a point just north of the village, Slateford Road rejoins SR 611 at a T-intersection.
From this point north, trail alignment alternatives are reduced to two. Because the
rail-with-trail option has been ruled out, that leaves only SR 611, and the space
immediately adjacent to it, for the trail alignment in this area.
Between Slateford and Point of Gap, sufficient space exists between SR 611 and
the railroad to construct a multi-use, 12-foot-wide side path. The terrain varies
from relatively flat to steeply sloping down. In those places where the highway and
the railroad are some distance apart, the land in between is owned by NPS. Where
space permits, the proposed trail alignment would move away from the highway
onto this land. Where there is no alternative but to build on steep slopes, the construction of retaining walls would be necessary.
North of Point of Gap

The tightest constraints occur between Point of Gap and Resort Point Overlook.
Here, SR 611 is located on a narrow shelf blasted into the hillside. With the rail-withtrail option not on the table, SR 611, and the land immediately adjacent, are the
only remaining sites for a potential trail corridor.
SR 611’s current configuration is two travel lanes, one in each direction, flanked by
two narrow shoulders. Although this section of SR 611 is designated Pennsylvania
Bicycle Route V, there is no provision for pedestrians or bicyclists. Bicyclists must
“take a lane,” which can be unpleasant due to high traffic volumes, high prevailing
speeds, and situations of limited sight distance.
For 1.2 miles north of Point of Gap, the east edge of the roadway coincides with
the top of a concrete retaining wall. Constructed in 1911 and faced with stone in
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1930, the wall is in poor condition and has failed in multiple locations. PennDOT
crews make emergency repairs on an ongoing basis. The large stone rip-rap, placed
by PennDOT crews in an effort to temporarily stabilize the highway where the wall
has collapsed, rolls down the hillside and in places blocks the unused PNRRA trackbay, which is intended for future commuter rail service. At some point the wall will
need to be torn down and replaced. This would protect both the highway and the
railroad below.
It is the recommendation of this study that a 12-foot-wide multi-use side path be
integrated into the design of the new wall. In order to maintain the current roadway
width, this would mean that the base of the new wall would need to be located 12
feet east of the current wall. Except for a short section immediately adjacent to the
geological Point of Gap, there is adequate space to do this. At geological Point of
Gap, it may be necessary to squeeze the roadway and the trail for a short distance.
Placing the trail along the edge of the roadway for these 1.2 miles would restore
non-motorized public access to this area of great natural beauty.
At Resort Point Overlook, the trail alignment splits, as the study authors deemed
it important for the trail to serve both the business district of Delaware Water Gap
and the historic Delaware Water Gap train station. The two areas are divided by a
massive earthen fill, which was placed when the bridge over the Delaware River
was constructed in 1953. Because both the main line of the trail and the spur to the
railroad station would meet at the Cherry Creek Crossing Loop Trail parking area on
Oak Street, they would form a one-mile loop trail serving all three points — the business district, the historic railroad station, and Resort Point Overlook.
Due to low traffic volumes and reasonable prevailing speeds, Waring Drive and a
portion of Oak Street in Delaware Water Gap are recommended to serve as on-road
trail alignments.
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IV. INVENTORY AND ANALYSIS
A. PHYSICAL CONDITIONS
1. Natural Features—Opportunities and Constraints
A detailed discussion of the natural features along the trail corridor has been presented in Section II.A, Trail Characteristics and Alignment. Some of the key points
regarding the corridor’s opportunities and constraints related to natural features are
listed here:
•

The walls of the Delaware Water Gap, now lined by modern highways on both
sides of the Delaware River, render much of the area unsafe or completely inaccessible by foot or bicycle. The trail’s design must improve this situation, at least
on the Pennsylvania side of the river.

•

The trail should be recognized as a destination in itself, allowing people to walk
or bicycle safely from the villages of Delaware Water Gap and Portland to viewpoints along the trail. The remarkable natural features of the water gap present
an excellent opportunity for interpretive signage regarding geology, history and
commerce.

•

In “tight” sections of the trail, where it would be squeezed between SR 611 and
the drop-off to the railroad below, much effort would need to be expended in
the development of the replacement retaining wall for SR 611, which should
accommodate the trail as recommended in Section II. However, the high retaining wall would make for superb views up and down the river, as is the case with
other mountain trails.

2. Cultural Features and Historic Sites
The Delaware Water Gap area has served as a key travel route through the mountains
for thousands of years, and has been celebrated in the
modern era for its beauty. It has seen a procession over
time of canoes, wagons, log rafts, trains, trolleys, trucks,
buses and automobiles, serving American Indians, European settlers, travelers, residents and vacationers.
There exists an extraordinary wealth of historic and
archeological sites, as well as cultural features centered
on the Delaware Water Gap, too extensive to list in this
study.

Visitors came to the Delaware Water Gap by train and trolley in the early
20th century. This is a view looking north to Slateford.

Several recommendations of how the proposed trail
should reach these sites and enhance the public’s understanding and appreciation of them follow here:
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Portland Station in the 1890s. Although altered, it remains a fine historic building in the center of town,
and is awaiting a strong adaptive reuse.

•

Celebrate the Delaware Water Gap area for its importance in transportation
since pre-historic times, in art and in the vacation industry. The trail would
provide safe pedestrian and bicycle access to key viewing points which should
be recognized in interpretive signage. For example, a sign showing an historic
landscape painting of the water gap, located near the painting’s vantage point,
would be of interest to visitors and trail users.

•

Celebrate Portland’s history as a river and railroad town through exploration of
its architecture. The Liberty-Water Gap Trail comes into town over the PortlandColumbia footbridge, which already has interpretive signage. A walking tour
taking in the railroad and commercial buildings in the town center, as well as
the remarkable homes along Delaware Avenue and elsewhere, could connect
with the proposed trail extension. Pointing out structures no longer in use, such
as the stone arch bridge that still stands downstream from SR 611, and the
abutments of the long-vanished Lehigh and New England Railroad, would fascinate those with an interest in transportation.

•

Celebrate Slateford’s history as a residential town serving the many workers on
the railroads, at the slate quarries, and in the resort industry. Interpret the historic homes, the former schoolhouse, and the old inn, which is now a bar.

•

Celebrate the water gap and interpret the overlooks and other points as the
former locations of grand hotels and tourist attractions. Explain how people
once walked or rode the trolley to these overlooks to admire the striking views,
and how the trail makes this possible again.
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•

Celebrate the village of Delaware Water Gap for its role in the resort business.
The remaining historic hotels, shops and structures along and close to SR 611
illustrate the importance of the water gap to the local tourist industry, especially with the expansion of railroads to the area. The future reconnection of the
Delaware Water Gap train station with the village center, via the proposed trail
spur, would aid in the understanding of the building’s regional importance and
help ensure its survival and reuse. There is already a walking tour in place, which
would connect to a future trail.

3. Ownership of the Right-of-Way and Adjacent Lands
This topic is discussed in detail in Section II .A, Trail Characteristics and Alignment. A
quick summary is shown here, going from south to north.
•

From Portland to the “scissors crossing” of SR 611 and Slateford Road, the proposed trail would pass within PennDOT right-of-way.

•

From the scissors crossing to the north end of the Slateford Road, the proposed
trail would pass within the road right-of-way of Upper Mt. Bethel Township.

•

From SR 611 in Slateford to Delaware Water Gap, the trail is proposed as a side
path, but its distance from SR 611 would vary with topography and site conditions. The alignment would be sometimes in the PennDOT right-of-way and at
other times in the lands of the adjacent railroad agencies or the NPS. As neither
Norfolk Southern nor PNRRA wish to have the trail on their property, the several
pieces of right-of-way would need to be acquired from the railroads. Based on
the study team’s field views and preliminary discussions with the railroads, it
appears that such parcels are not critical to the railroad’s operations.

B. ANALYSIS MAPS
Maps of the study corridor and adjoining areas were prepared utilizing the most upto-date Geographic Information Systems (GIS) data available. The maps have been
formatted to be legible when printed as 11” x 17” sheets.
An overall map was prepared at a scale of 1” = 2500 feet. Significant geographical
features depicted include waterways, roadways, railroads, multi-use trails, hiking
trails, parks, municipal, county and state boundaries, and key points of interest. The
map background is 3D “hillshade” topography generated from LiDAR data (high
resolution aerial terrain mapping).
A series of eight large-scale detail maps were prepared at a scale of 1” = 300 feet.
These maps depict in greater detail the information shown in the overall map. The
300-scale maps also depict property lines and state highway right-of-way lines. The
map backgrounds are high-resolution color aerial photographs. The recommended
trail alignment is shown to scale, in its correct location. Symbology differentiates
between recommended trail segments intended to be on-road, and those intended
to be off-road.
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A second 2500-scale map was prepared as an index for the detail sheets. In addition
to the features shown on the overall map, the index map shows the outlines of the
300-scale detail sheets, showing their areas of overlap and their sheet number designations.
One additional detail map was prepared at a scale of 1” = 60 feet. This map depicts
the area in Portland near the approach to the Portland-Columbia footbridge, showing the recommended right-sizing of SR 611, the recommended trail alignment,
and the connection to the existing bridge. High resolution color aerial photography
serves as the map’s background.
Eight cross sections were generated, depicting typical conditions in the study corridor
and recommended trail configurations. These were drawn at two scales, depending
on conditions: 1” = 12 feet and 1” = 15 feet. The topography is based on LiDARderived 2-foot contours. Elevations are labeled at the right-hand edge of each section.
The locations of these cross sections are noted on the 300-scale detail maps.
All maps are oriented in the Pennsylvania State Plane Coordinate System — North
Zone, NAD 83 (feet). The map files are thus compatible with all GIS platforms.
Sources used in the mapping include:
•

Pennsylvania Spatial Data Access

•

New Jersey Geographic Information Network

•

Monroe County Planning Commission

•

Lehigh Valley Planning Commission

•

U.S. Department of Interior, NPS

•

PennDOT

C. PERMITTING REQUIREMENTS AND DESIGN
STANDARDS
1. Review of Permitting Requirements
Permitting requirements will vary depending upon two key factors: (a) the location
of the right-of-way of each particular trail segment, and (b) the size and amount of
disturbance created by any particular trail segment.
Specific to a proposed Portland to Delaware Water Gap trail are the following
considerations:
•

The segments of trail between Portland and Slateford Road, and between Slate
ford and Delaware Water Gap along SR 611, would be in a PennDOT right-ofway, and would require project review through the entire design and construction
process regardless of the source of funding.
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•

The segment of trail along Slateford Road in Upper Mt. Bethel Township, since
it would be composed of only a simple side path for walking, and an on-road
bicycle route with sharrows, could avoid much delay if it was constructed as a
separate project. Most likely this could be done without significant PennDOT
involvement. As the level of disturbance would be less than one acre in total,
fewer environmental permits would be required.

•

Special attention should be paid to the segment of the trail within the Delaware
Water Gap National Recreation Area. Early coordination with the NPS would
be essential regarding issues of historical and natural compatibility, and park
requirements.

2. Impact on Design Standards by Reviewing Agencies
and Funding Sources
Design, bidding and construction requirements will depend on the location of each
trail segment’s right-of-way, and the requirements of each source of funding. Key
considerations for this trail include:
•

The impact of PennDOT standards, requirements, review and procedures where
the trail received any funding through PennDOT, whether or not the trail is on a
PennDOT right-of-way. In general these are more complex and time-consuming
than for locally or privately funded projects not on PennDOT rights-of-way.

•

Combining the trail project with a large highway improvement project has the
benefit of having all the complex design requirements handled along with the
highway and retaining wall requirements.

•

The use of local funds for the on-road segment in Slateford should be considered
to avoid extra expense and delay.

•

Early coordination with NPS would be essential regarding issues of meeting design
standards set by NPS for those portions of the trail within the recreation area.
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B. OPINION OF PROBABLE COSTS AND PHASING
Monroe and Northampton Counties, Pennsylvania
October 26, 2012

Reach and Phase of Trail

Distance
(l.f.)

Distance
(miles)

Total Distance
(miles)

Avg. Cost /
Linear Ft.

Ext.

Totals

Inter-Municipal River Trail to Resort Point Overlook
A

On-road

B

Side path

C

Side path on
retaining wall

D

Side path

1,210

0.2

3

3,630

286

0.1

225

64,350

1,376

0.3

3,620

4,981,120

378

0.1

225

85,050

0.6

$5,134,150

Resort Point Overlook to Point of Gap Overlook
E

Side path

F

Side path on
reconstructed
retaining wall

G

Side path

768

0.1

225

172,800

6,098

1.2

1,873

11,421,554

730

0.1

225

164,250

1.4

$11,758,604

Point of Gap Overlook to Arrow Island Overlook
H

Side path

494

0.1

225

111,150

I

Side path on
retaining wall

1,518

0.3

1,320

2,003,760

J

Side path

1,040

0.2

225

234,000

0.6

$2,348,910

Arrow Island Overlook to Portland-Columbia Footbridge
K

Side path

554

0.1

225

124,650

L

Side path on
retaining wall

3,655

0.7

2,560

9,356,800

M

On-road (bikes)
/ walk-path

6,405

1.2

12

76,860

N

Side path / road
diet

4,131

0.8

250

1,032,750

2.8

$10,591,060

Spur: DWG Train Station (Inter-Municipal River Trail to Resort Point Overlook)
P

On-road

1,290

0.2

3

3,870

Q

Trail

829

0.2

225

186,525

R

Trail on retaining
wall with switchbacks

912

0.2

3,020

2,754,240

TOTALS

0.6

$2,944,635

6.0

$32,777,359
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Total Mileage for Trail Types

Linear Feet

Mileage

Side path / road diet

4,131

0.8

On-road

8,905

1.7

Side path

4,250

0.8

Side path on retaining wall

6,549

1.2

Side path on reconstructed retaining wall

6,098

1.2

Trail on retaining wall with switchbacks

912

0.2

Trail

829

0.2

Total

6.0
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C. ARTICLES AND PUBLICITY
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D. REFERENCES AND TOOLS FOR MANAGING A
MULTI-MUNICIPAL TRAIL
Several relevant trail management and maintenance models involving public-private
partnerships are listed here.
Friends of Madison County Parks, London, Ohio: This group is a 501c(3) non-

profit whose mission is to support trails in Madison County. They began as an advocacy group working with county commissioners to find a way to make trail development possible in the area. To make the interface between the state and local government easier to manage, the county decided to form a park district. But lacking funds
to create anything concrete they had to be creative.
County commissioners, with help from the friends group, created the 501c(3) with
the park district board of directors and the county commissioners. This allowed the
county to apply for grant money as a park district without having to hire a single
employee. This meant that Friends of Madison County Parks now had a park district
on paper which they could help raise funds for.
Madison County now has 11.5 miles of beautiful paved trail, with more on the way.
The friends group routinely does maintenance work on the trail, such as clearing
brush and picking up trash, as well as organizing volunteer community bike patrols. The group is an active fundraiser for the park district, and each year has raised
enough money to allow the district to contract out the task of mowing along the
trail. They also hold a fundraising drive every five years to cover the costs of crack
sealing along the trail system. This relationship has worked well, allowing county
residents the pleasure of a first rate trail system while adding minimal workload or
cost to the local government. www.fmcpt.com
Kokosing Gap Trail — Knox County, Ohio: The Kokosing Gap Trail is a 14-mile

segment of the Ohio to Erie Trail in central Ohio. The trail was built in 1989 and
since then maintenance has been overseen by a local group of volunteers. The
group is led by a 12-member board that is appointed by the county commissioners.
The board is a 501c(3) certified nonprofit, which allows it to raise funds to care for
the trail. The group does this through multiple grant requests as well as organized
fundraising events along the trail. The group has been so successful that in addition
to keeping up the maintenance of the trail they have also built a storage facility that
houses all of their equipment. www.kokosinggaptrail.org
Firelands Rails-to-Trails — North Coast Inland Trail, Huron County, Ohio: The

Firelands Rails-to-Trails group in northwest Ohio came into existence nine years ago.
They were formed to help Huron County, which had an existing park district but no
funding to operate it. The surrounding counties bought the corridor for trail development through Huron, but there was no way to develop the trail.
Firelands volunteers organized as a 501c(3) nonprofit to raise funds to support the
county in this effort. The group is administered by an 11-member volunteer board.
The group writes grant applications for itself as well as for the park district. It performs
a large amount of in-kind work on the trail, and solicits contributions from local
companies. This work is well documented and used as local match money to satisfy
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state and federal grant requirements. Firelands volunteers currently do all the maintenance on 7.7 miles of opened trail, as well as the preparation for many more miles
under development. The group has successfully raised enough money for the local
park district to buy a tractor, which the volunteers now use for trail maintenance
tasks. www.firelandsrailstotrails.org/
Monongahela River Rail-Trail System (Mon River Trails) — Monongalia, Preston
and Marion counties, West Virginia: The Mon River Rail-Trail system in northcentral West Virginia is a multi-county rail-trail of more than 50 miles. Intersecting
urban, suburban and rural environments, the trail has been a source of community
revitalization and an economic stimulator for more than a decade.

In 1991, a group of local trail advocates incorporated to form a nonprofit organization, the Mon River Trails Conservancy (MRTC), with the goal of preserving a soonto-be-abandoned CSX railroad corridor. With help from the City of Morgantown,
MRTC was awarded state funding to acquire 51 miles of the corridor. More than
40 miles of trail corridor outside city boundaries were managed and maintained
by MRTC until 2005, when the organization entered a license agreement with the
City of Morgantown to transfer partial management responsibilities. The city was
quick to identify the benefits the trail brought to the region, and forged a working
relationship between MRTC and Monongalia County to ensure the trail was properly
maintained. Monongalia County contributes some funding to the City of Morgantown, which now employs its parks and recreation department to maintain the
entire trail.
This example illustrates how trail acquisition, management and maintenance can
be successfully shared by local governments and nonprofit organizations. Due to
the popularity of the trail and the evident economic benefits it produced, the city
was able to justify and take responsibility for trail maintenance — extending services
beyond its boundaries to include a three-county region. www.montrails.org
Washington and Old Dominion Trail — Arlington, Loudoun and Fairfax counties, Virginia: The Washington & Old Dominion Trail (W&OD) in northern Virginia,

also known as Railroad Regional Park, is owned and operated by the Northern Virginia
Regional Park Authority. The authority is comprised of three counties and three cities,
each of which contributes tax dollars to its operation based on population size. The
regional park authority was in place years before the railroad right-of-way was acquired and the trail was built. Established in 1991, the Friends of the Washington
and Old Dominion Trail (FOWOD) is a citizen-driven organization dedicated to protecting and improving the W&OD Trail. It was re-established as an advisory body of
the Northern Virginia Regional Park Authority in 1997. The purpose of the FOWOD
is to support and enhance the trail as a recreational, environmental and historic
resource through volunteer efforts in fundraising, promotion, educational programming and maintenance. The governing body of FOWOD consists of 15 northern
Virginia residents from a number of jurisdictions on or near the trail, who have a
variety of recreational interests in the facility. www.wodfriends.org
Wallkill Valley Rail Trail — Ulster County, New York: The effort to establish the
12.2-mile Wallkill Valley Rail Trail was begun by volunteers in 1983, and its eventual
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creation involved five different legal entities over a span of several years. Once plans
were in place, volunteers organized into the Wallkill Valley Rail Trail Association,
dedicated to maintaining and promoting the trail. Association members cleared
brush, smoothed the road bed and repaired bridges to make them suitable for walking, bicycling and horseback riding. Different sections of the trail are owned by the
Town of New Paltz, the Village of New Paltz and the Wallkill Valley Land Trust, Inc.
In 2002, the Wallkill Valley Rail Trail Association was awarded a significant grant to
make physical improvements to the trail. A condition of that grant was the establishment of formal maintenance agreements with each of the trail owners. Because of
the long history of cooperation and mutual trust, forging these agreements was a
relatively easy task. www.gorailtrail.org
Capital Crescent Trail — Washington, D.C. and Montgomery County, Maryland:

The Capital Crescent Trail Cooperative Management Plan addresses trail standards
for a wide range of considerations such as amenities, access, safety and law enforcement, maintenance, and volunteer programs. Since it is managed by multiple entities, including the Coalition for the Capital Crescent Trail, NPS, and Montgomery
County, the plan documents who is responsible for what on behalf of the trail. The
cooperative management plan also acts as a rough design guide for amenities in
order to create a seamless appearance throughout the trail. www.cctrail.org
Olympic Discovery Trail — The National Park Service and Clallam County,
Washington: Attached is the cooperative management agreement for the Olympic
Discovery Trail, which could serve as a model for the portions of a Portland to Delaware Water Gap trail within the Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area.
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E. OTHER RESOURCES

Additional resources for developing trails can be found at the following websites:
1.

Chester County Planning Commission: Trail and Path Planning, A Guide for
Municipalities
www.dcnr.state.pa.us/ucmprd1/groups/public/documents/document/
dcnr_002306.pdf

2.

Rails-to-Trails Conservancy Tool Box: www.railstotrails.org/ourwork/trailbuilding/
toolbox/index.html

3.

RTC Publication “Rail-Trails & Liability” www.railstotrails.org/resources/documents/resource_docs/tgc_liability.pdf

4.

Pennsylvania Land Trust Association: http://conserveland.org/modeleasements

5.

Delaware and Lehigh National Heritage Corridor: (for work in Northampton
County). The coverage area for its work includes the entirety of the counties
through which it passes. The portion of the proposed Portland to Delaware
Water Gap trail south of Point of Gap would pass through Northampton County.
www.delawareandlehigh.org
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G. INTERVIEWS
The following includes contact information with a summary of comments and suggestions made by subjects interviewed for this study. The project team is grateful for the time taken by these people in the interest of the proposed
Interviews conducted by Rails-to-Trails Conservancy (RTC) and Campbell Thomas & Company (CTC).
Sherry Acevedo
Resource Conservation Manager
D&L National Heritage Corridor
610.923.3548 x226
Portland is included in the Martin Jacoby Watershed area of the
Lehigh Valley Conservation Landscape Initiative (CLI). Grants are
strictly for environmental conservation (not marketing or recreation). The CLI could be a partner organization for habitat restoration, riparian buffers or even water gardens in drainage areas.
John Mausser is working on a watershed conservation plan for the
Martin Jacoby watershed and should be contacted. Sherri reported
that the Delaware River Water Trail plan does call for a boat launch
access at Portland. She recommended talking to Gordon Heller
who looked at the possibility but because of the Railroad proximity
rejected it as being possible.
Curt Ashenfelter
Director, Keystone Trails Association
717.238.7017
Curt was not aware of any other projects in the area that may be
impacted by this project. He recommended contact with Appalachian Trail Conference directly with any question.
Lisa Boscola
State Senator, PA 18th District

study and can only see the good in making a connection between
the towns. They are making some progress with permission to
cross under Norfolk Southern tracks at Cherry Creek. (The attorneys for Delaware Water Gap and Smithfield are talking to the
railroad company). She will send contact info for engineers. Susan
was designated as the lead representative for Delaware Water
Gap by the Mayor of Delaware Water Gap. She has been a strong
leader for the community particularly in her efforts to complete
the Smithfield/Cherry Creek trail. She has volunteered along with
two other members of the study committee to form a group who
will carry this project forward. Regarding the long term aspects for
work to be done on SR 611, Susan responded, “if it’s something I
can do for my grandchildren to enjoy, I am OK with that.” Susan
believes local signage and the internet are necessary to market the
Liberty-Water Gap Trail. Parking access in Portland could be an issue in the short term. Laundry service could possibly be a welcome
new business for the long distance trail users. Many trails are in the
area that should and could be connected so that people can move
between towns/residential areas as well as get to the user services
via connected paths.
Dennis DeMara
Recreation & Parks Advisor, DCNR
610.377.5780
(Note: On study committee)

(Note: RTC talked to staff and emailed message, offered to brief them
on the project at their office. Nancy Wilt: nwilt@pasenate.com)
Rosemary Brown
State Representative, PA District 189
717.260.6171
(Note: RTC talked to staff and emailed message, offered to brief them
on the project at their office. lmeglio@pahousegop.com)
J. Robert Cartwright
Council President, Portland Boro Council
570.897.0559 (w) / 570.217.7294 (c)
Has assisted the efforts of this study and stated the Portland Council’s support for pursuing development of a pedestrian and bicycle
connection between Portland and Delaware Water Gap.
Chuck Cooper
Owner, Edge of the Woods Outfitters
570.421.6681
Downtown Delaware Water Gap is struggling but could become
more commercial. It needs more diverse shops, eateries and
specialty shops, similar to Woodstock or New Paltz, N.Y. Having
a parking area at the trailhead is very important, as well as a restroom and a map of the trail and area.

Recommends having a PennDOT staff member on the committee
and brought attention to the need to address maintenance issues
prior to anything being built. He should be included on any meeting communications.
Kara Deutsch
NPS, Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area
570.426.2439
(Note: Interviewed with NPS Delaware Water Gap National Recreation
Area)
See Interview details, Section III. C.
Christine Dettore
Executive Director, Monroe County Planning
570.517.3100
(Note: On study committee)
See Interview details, Section III. C.
Joe Emrik
State Representative, P.A. District 137
570.897.0401
(Note: RTC talked to staff and emailed message, offered to brief them
on the project at their office. Jharris@pahousegop.com)
Elissa Garafola
Director, D&L National Heritage Corridor

Susan Cooper
DE Water Gap Open Space
570.269.9548 (c)
(Note: The Mayor of Delaware Water Gap asked that we communicate through Susan rather than his office. Susan chairs the Delaware
Water Gap Openspace Committee, working on Smithfield to Delaware
Water Gap Trail.)
The town is very supportive of the Portland-Delaware Water Gap

The Market Towns program requires a groundswell of interest in
order for us to get involved in an area. D&L Heritage Area also
manages a Landmark Towns program which has been evolving
into more of a Trail Towns program. Currently D&L staff are not
involved in the Portland area, though Northampton County is
included in their region. The Lehigh Valley Greenway Plan and the
Conservation Landscapes Initiative (CLI) does include the Delaware
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River as a major greenway. Talk to Pennsylvania Environmental
Council about their Pocono Land & Water Program. There may
be opportunities there. D&L will be happy to work with Portland
community however the stronger “bookend” is Delaware Water
Gap. The community is advised to come to D&L to ask for their
assistance.

They have also developed several tour packages which include a
meal stop. Debbie said most of her business is from P.A., N.J. and
N.Y., and some portion from out of the country. She does accept
shuttle for hire for special occasions so could possibly take care of a
pre-arranged group pick-up at Portland-Columbia footbridge and
transport the party to Delaware Water Gap.

Judy Henckel
Vice Chairman, Upper Mt. Bethel Township Supervisors
570.897.6127 x104

Nancy Knott
Portland
570.242.4338

Upper Mt. Bethel has worked diligently on an Openspace Plan and
has identified priority aspects to implement. One of these has been
to identify a safe bicycle route through the township. The township
surrounds the communities of Portland and Smithfield and the
bike route will be able to connect to this proposed extension of the
Liberty-Water Gap Trail. Judy has volunteered with Susan Cooper
and Nancy Knott to determine strategies for the municipalities to
work together and to identify a “champion” who can commit to
moving the ideas forward.

Nancy volunteered to work with Susan Cooper and Judy Henckel
to consider how they keep the communities involved and working
together toward a common goal.

Tim Herd
Exec. Director, Stroud Region Open Space & Recreation Commission
570.426.1512
Delaware Water Gap to Portland is technically outside of our
region but it is a gray area and is at the least considered a Member
Municipality and we are able to encourage and help to facilitate
linkages to the area. Godfrey Ridge is in our district and represents
an opportunity to connect.
Jeff Higbee
Open Space Committee, Delaware Water Gap
570.476.0138 (h) 570.460.1700 (c)
The committee could help to keep the idea alive and acknowledge
the important connection it would represent to the region. Though
the Open Space Committee must focus on the borough we do understand the value of connecting to other destinations. Our current
goal is to complete the Smithfield/Cherry Creek trail. We could
offer advocacy support for pursuing the larger connections.

John Mausser
Coordinator, Martin-Jacoby Watershed
610.498.2126
John is volunteer coordinator of the Martin-Jacoby Watershed and
able to work both sides of the Delaware River. He does most of his
work under the auspices of the NPS (Julie Bell). John functions as a
federal contractor and has working relationships with communities
on both sides of the river. He most recently oversaw the installation of a kayak/canoe put-in at Knowlton Township. N.J., above
Drift Stone. “This project fits right into our work and I look forward
to being involved.” John has contact information for a Portland
resident who has been very helpful on some of his current projects
and may be interested in assisting with this.
Leslie Morlock
NPS, Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area
570.296.6952 x10
(Note: Research team met with NPS staff. See meeting notes. See
Interview specifics, Section III. C.)
Russ Nee
Trail Commissioner, Morris County, N.J.
973.631.5136

Samantha was the chair of the Stroud Region Open Space & Rec
Commission. She has worked on many peer study programs in
the region, including the Slatebelt Council of Governments (COG)
which Portland is a member of. Referred Pat to a Delaware Water
Gap Chamber rep and a member of the Slatebelt COG. She will try
to attend next public meeting. Keep her on email list.

The plans for SR 611 are good and should be done. As a phased
approach, perhaps the road diet could be completed up to the first
pull-out or some other point which would represent a destination
for the trail user. People are excited about the potential in New
Jersey. The overlay of the 9-11 Memorial Trail increases the potential for strong partnerships to develop across state and municipal
boundaries. The continuity among local members [of the study
committee] seems to be a weak point but could be addressed
through the formation of a multi municipal group who commit to
moving the project forward.

David Jones
Borough Engineer (Delaware Water Gap), Boucher & James, Inc.
570.629.0300

Lisa Patton
Clerk, Knowlton Township, N.J.
908.496.4816 x6

(Note: RTC talked to David about Smithfield-Delaware Water Gap
trail. They will send a PDF of the project (no GIS). They are unlikely
to attend meetings but are very interested. CTC did an interview; see
Stacy Yoder below).

Very interested in the project but has been unable to attend any
meetings. She will be speaking to an individual from Knowlton/
Columbia who may be able to work with a committee on cross
promotion or joint events. Lisa is willing to participate herself if no
one else can.

Samantha Holbert
Independent Consultant

Michael Kaiser
Director, Lehigh Valley Planning
610.264.4544
(Note: See Interview Specifics, Section III. C.)
Debbie Ketterer
Owner/operator, Delaware Water Gap Trolley
570.476.9766
The Trolley runs a 1–1.5 hour narrated tour of the Stroudsburg,
Delaware Water Gap borough and the national recreation area.

Ann Pilcher
Pocono Mountain Visitors Bureau
570.421.5791
Pocono CVB region is confined to the Delaware Water Gap region
but they could work with a group made up of Delaware Water
Gap, Portland, Upper Mt. Bethel and Knowlton. Their focus is the
promotion of existing events and attractions. They would be interested in helping to promote the area to users of the Liberty-Water
Gap Trail. An example might be promoting the Jass Fest to Liberty-
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Water Gap Trail users and arranging to have a shuttle to take them
from Portland to Delaware Water Gap. Has to be a Delaware Water
Gap event in order for Pocono CVB to be involved. Ann does have
the ability to encourage the Lehigh Valley CVB to participate.
Stephen Pohowsky
Safety Program Specialist and Bicycle Pedestrian Coordinator,
PennDOT District #5
610.871.4490
(Note: Unable to attend meetings. Part of the PennDOT team who
met with RTC/CTC. He should be included on the meeting communications going forward. See Interview details, Section III. C.)
Jeanne Pomager
Acting Superintendent, District III, Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge
Commission (DRJTBC)
570.807.6057
(Note: CTC interviewed Glen Reibman at the DRJTBC. See Notes under
Glen Reibman)
Lance Prator
Mayor of Portland
570.897.0559 / 570.856.7368 (c)
Mayor Prator is aware of the long term aspects of creating a safe
pedestrian and bicycle path between Portland and Delaware Water
Gap. During summer of 2012, the empty market was purchased
and plans to develop a snack eatery (possibly a hot dog stand?)
and a laundry are underway. The empty ambulance building has
also been purchased and is going to be used as a machine shop.
There are a good number of public events planned for Portland
during the fall of 2012 including a Business Fair and Car Show. The
town has begun a tree lighting ceremony for the holidays with the
local high school (Bangor) and close to 50% of the town’s population attending. Nancy Knott does a lot to promote Portland and to
organize events.
Glenn Reibman
Policy & Planning Director, DRJTBC
610.739.2448
Glenn has attended several Study Committee meetings. He noted
that the DRJTBC’s compact-authorized grant program funds have
been expended and will not be renewed. These funds were used
for the park-and-ride improvements in Portland. The Monroe
County Commissioners were voting on more money for open
space and parks when we spoke with Glenn, who suggested this
would be a possible source of funds. He noted as well that the new
bridge being planned by the DRJTBC for I-95 at Scudders Falls will
include a multi-use side-path where none presently exists. This
should be used as an example for the Liberty-Water Gap Trail in
Pennsylvania at the Delaware Water Gap.
Victor Rodite
Executive Director, Slatebelt COG
570.236.7706
(Note: Recommended by Samantha Holbert.)
Welcomes a trail connecting N.J. and Delaware Water Gap, would
like to see a connection made that goes south toward Lower Mt
Bethel Scenic Byway.)
Rich Schlameuss
Assistant Director, Monroe County Transit Authority
570.839.6282 / rschlameuss@gomcta.com

of Delaware Water Gap (at the Appalachian Trail trailhead). In
2011 the company began the RiverRunner service which offers free
canoe, kayak and bike shuttle services. The service is subsidized
by the Park Service and runs between the borough of Delaware
Water Gap and Milford beach in the Delaware Water Gap National
Recreation Area. In summer of 2012, between Memorial Day and
August, the Monroe County Transit Authority estimates they have
transported over 1,100 individuals, 566 kayaks and 85 bicycles.
The authority also estimates the users to be 60-65 percent local
and the remaining from New York City and New Jersey region. In
order for the authority to increase the service a greater demand
would need to be documented and would have to be subsidized.
Because they are a county authority they cannot easily extend
their existing route into another county. (There are examples of
a county transit authority working across county and even state
boundaries: Rabbit Transit in York County). “One thing that might
help Portland would be if they had a better take-out location for
the boats. Without that there is not a good stopping place for the
paddlers or any type of shuttle. There are better take out locations
south of Portland.”
Maureen Sterner
Township Manager, Upper Mt. Bethel Township
570.897.6127 x26
RTC reviewed preliminary idea, encouraged her to attend one of
the meetings on the Jan. 18. Can’t attend Jan. 18 but she will talk
to Judy Henkel.
Janet Sweeney
Exec. Director, Pennsylvania Environmental Council, Northeast office
PEC Northeast manages the Pocono & Forest Conservation
Landscape Initiative(CLI) which provides small mini-grants only
for environmental conservation. The CLI region includes Delaware
Water Gap but not Portland. PEC did work on a regional greenway
plan some years ago that indicated an abandoned line going from
Delaware Water Gap north toward Wilkes-Barre/Scranton. (Lackawanna Cut-Off).
Martz Trailways
Delaware Water Gap Terminal, Martz Trailways
(Note: RTC talked to staff at the Delaware Water Gap terminal.)
Martz Trailways provides non-stop direct service to major cities
(Philadelphia/30th St. & New York/Port Authority). On weekdays, service is every 15 minutes for the morning and afternoon
commute. During the weekday, nearly 35 stops are scheduled at
Delaware Water Gap for commuters from New York City alone.
Eleven stops are scheduled on Saturdays and 7 stops on Sundays
and holidays. Bicycles are permitted but they must be boxed.
Boxes are sold at $20 each. The Martz Terminal is located off exit
310 of Interstate 80, just north of Delaware Water Gap downtown
businesses.
Stacy Yoder
Planner, Boucher & James, Inc.
215.345.9400 x150 / syoder@bjengineers.com
At the time of the interview in September, Boucher & James was
just beginning to work on a village study for Delaware Water Gap
of the key commercial streets, Broad and Main Streets, from the
Deerhead Inn up to Main Street and towards I-80. The steering
committee was in the process of being selected. CTC shared project information and maps with Ms. Yoder.

Monroe County Transit runs the ‘Pocono Pony,’ a seasonal service
to Delaware Water Gap from Stroudsburg. The ‘Pocono Pony’ can
accommodate bicycles, canoes and kayaks. Weekends scheduled
stops are made within the national recreation area and in the town
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Northeast Regional Office / 2133 Market Street, Suite 222 / Camp Hill, PA 17011
tel 717.238.1717 / fax 717.238.7566 / www.railstotrails.org
National Headquarters / 2121 Ward Court, NW, 5th Floor / Washington, DC 20037
tel 202.331.9696 / fax 202.223.9257 / www.railstotrails.org

This report can be downloaded and reprinted at www.railstotrails.org/delawarewatergap.

